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I.

Board

of

Advisors

The ISRI Advisory

II.

Symposium

Activity
Board will meet next during

our 1994 Symposium.

Activity

The 1994 Symposium will be held on Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday,
April 11-13 at the Alexis Park Hotel in Las Vegas.
Of the 60 papers
submitted, 25 were accepted for presentation and 9 more were accepted as
"poster" papers. Four invited talks will be delivered by Dr. C.K. Chow, Dr. G.
Salton, Dr. G. Toussant, and Ms. D. Harman.
The preliminary program was
mailed in February (see Appendix A). Both the Proceedings
and the 1994
Annual Report have been sent to the printer.
Currently we have 80 pre registrations
which is about 40 more than in
previous years at this time.
Almost all preparations are complete.

III.

Staff

Activity

Recruiting
We are not recruiting

at the current

time.

Travel/
Meetings
In January, T. Nartker and K. Taghva traveled to San Diego, CA to attend
a briefing at UCSD concerning the NSF "Digital Libraries" program.
In February, T. Nartker, K. Taghva, and F. Jenkins traveled to San Jose,
CA to attend and present papers (3) at the annual SPIE Conference.
In March, S. Rice and L. Gewali traveled to Boca Raton to attend a
Conference
and present a paper at Florida Atlantic University.
Papers
accepted
or presented
A paper by K. Taghva, J. Borsack, A. Condit, and S. Erva on the "Effects of
Noisy Data on Text Retrieval" was published in the January issue of JASIS.
T. Nartker delivered a keynote address, "On the Need for Information
Metrics," before the 1994 Symposium on Electronic Imaging Science &
Technology in San Jose, CA. in February.
1

A paper by J. Kanai and F. Jenkins titled, "Use of Synthesized Images to
Evaluate the Performance of OCR Devices and Algorithms,"
was presented at
the 1994 Symposium on Electronic Imaging Science & Technology in San Jose,
CA. in February.
A paper by K. Taghva, J. Borsack, and A. Condit titled, "An Expert
System for Automatically
Correcting OCR Output," was presented at the 1994
Symposium on Electronic Imaging Science & Technology in San Jose, CA. in
February.
A paper by K. Taghva, J. Borsack, B. Croft, and Steve Harding titled,
"Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness of Simulated OCR Text," was accepted
for presentation
at the Third Annual Symposium on Document Analysis and
Information
Retrieval.
A paper by K. Taghva, J. Borsack, and A. Condit titled, "Results of
Applying Probabilistic
IR to OCR Text," was accepted for presentation at
SIGIR94.

IV.

Document
OCR

Analysis

Program

Devices

Six companies have submitted OCR devices for the 1994 technology
assessment tests.
One company (TRW) has submitted a new system based on
a "majority-voting" algorithm.
This is the first "voting" based system we have
tested except, of course, for the ISRI developed voting system.
OCR Test system
Version #4 of our experimental
OCR

system

will be used for our 1994 tests.

Databases/GT1

Both the magazine sample and DOE sample #2 (used last year) will be
used for our 1994 tests.
OCR
Databases/Foreign
languages
We have prepared ground-truth text for a set of 57 pages from printed
Chinese documents.
A preliminary report on Chinese OCR systems will be
included in our 1994 Annual Report.
OCR Experiments
Our 1994 Technology Assessment tests have been completed.
As was
true last year, the report of these tests is part of our 1994 Annual Research
Report which will be first distributed to attendees at the SDAIR Symposium.
OCR
Technical
None

reports/thesis

Interaction

with

OCR

vendors

In January, John Martinez, president of CTA Corporation
visited our lab
for a demonstration.
CTA is an OCR vendor with home offices in Barcelona,
Spain.
We have been in close contact with Phil Cheatle of Hewlett Packard
Laboratories in Bristol England.
We expect they are a good candidate to join
our Industrial
Affiliates
program.
Interaction
None

V.

with

OCR

Text-Retrieval

research

organizations

Program

TR

Databases
We have completed
minimum document verification
(MDV) for
approximately
900 of the usable documents in GT1.
There are about 400
more documents which can be recovered.
We are also collecting information
such as relevancy judgments,
concept information,
keywords
and key
phrases.
TR

Experiments/Projects
Our project to design and implement
a new user interface
to enable
interaction
between
images
and text has made significant
progress.
We
expect to have a usable system in June.
We are beginning
to examine the effect of SGML tagging on retrieval
efficiency.
TR

Technical
None

Document
None

reports/thesis

Routing

Project

VI.

Institute

Activity

Institute

visitors

Date
01 / 12 / 94
01/13/94
01/21
02 / 18
03/05
03/21

/ 94
/ 94
/ 94
/ 94

Institute
South

Vi.sitor
John Martinez
B. Courtney, J. Arcos, &
M. Smith
S. Dennis & R. Wenzel
M. Buchman & D. Hun'y
Dr. Abraham Kandel
Dr. Don Morrison

Agency
CTA
TRW
DoD
DoD
USF
UNM

seminars

"Intelligent
Florida.

Hybrid

Systems,"

Professor

New agency
contacts/
new research
Current work on our Ft. Meade contract
tools for testing foreign language OCR systems
preliminary testing of Chinese OCR systems.
Japanese "ground-truth"
test data.

Abraham

Kandel,

University

of

proposals
is focused on demonstrating our
(i.e., with wide characters) via
We have also begun preparing

T. Nartker and K. Taghva have continued
research with Los Alamos National Labs.

to discuss

possible

cooperative

T. Nartker, K. Taghva, and J. Kanai have submitted a four year/multimillion dollar proposal to the "Digital Libraries" research program of NSF in
cooperation with SRI International, the Desert Research Institute, and the
Univ. of Nevada, Reno (see Appendix B).

VII.

Goals

Achieved/Goals

Goals from last quarter:
1) We have begun preparing
also beginning work on a
2) Preliminary programs for
3) We have been unable to
text files.

for

4) The third meeting
during SDAIR94.
quarter.

Next

Quarter

Sample#3 from the DOE documents.
We are
"business letter" data set for 1995 tests.
SDAIR94 were mailed in February.
locate software support for managing unicode

of the Industrial Affiliate's program will take place
No new members were added during the winter

5) The new user interface for text retrieval systems will be tested
the Spring quarter.
6) About 100 additional documents have passed MDV.

during

Goals
for next quarter:
1) Conduct SDAIR94.
2) Conduct the third meeting of the members of the Affiliate's program.
We will continue to recruit new members for this program.
3) Continue work on Sample#3 and a business letter test dataset.
4) Test the new user interface for text retrieval systems.
5) Continue to search for software to manage unicode text files.
6) Continue MDV for the remainder of GT1.
7) Prepare a plan for the 1995 technology
assessment
test program.

APPENDIX
Preliminary

A.

Program for SDAIR94

Third Annual Symposium
on Document Analysis
and Information Retrieval
April 11 - 13, 1994
Alexis Park Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada

Sponsored by the
Information Science Research Institute
and
The Howard R. Hughes College of Engineering

University of Nevada, Las Vegas

CONFERENCE

PaemClassification

SCHEDULE

7:00pm- 10:00pm
Reception

Based on Adaptive SelfOrganized NeuralNetwork
Yuan-YanTang,ChingY. Suen,Tao Li,Concordia
University;
L.Y. Fang,Bell-Northern
Research

Alexis Park

10:30am - I0:45am
Poster Break

AlexisPark

10:45am - 11:30am
Session 2

7:00am - 8:20am
Registration

Alexis Park

8:20am8:30am
Welcome

Alexis Park
Chair: Robert Korfhage

An Evaluation of Information Retrieval Accuracy
With Simulated OCR Output
W.B. Croft and S. Harding,Universityof MassachusettsAmherst;K. Taghva and J. Borsack,Universityof
Nevada, Las Vegas

Alexis Park
Validation of Simulated OCR Data Sets
George Nagy, Rensselaer PolytechnicInstitute

Theo Pavlidis, Chairman
LeadingProfessor
Departmentof ComputerScience
State Universityof New York at Stony Brook

Validation of Page Defect Models for Optical
Character Recognition
YanhongLi, Daniel Lopresti,AndrewTomkins,
MatsushitaInformationTechnology Laborotory

Robert C. Maxson, President
Universityof Nevada, Las Vegas

11:30am - 11:45am
Poster Break

Alexis Park

William R. Wells, Dean
Howard R. HughesCollege of Engineering
Universityof Nevada, Las Vegas
8:30am - 9:15am
Invited Speaker

11:45am - 12:55pm
Lunch (no host)

Alexis Park

Recognition Error and Reject Trade-off
C. K. Chow, IBM ResearchCenter (Emeritus)
9:15am - 9:30am
Refreshment Break
9:30am- 10:30am
8_lsion I

Alexis Park

Alexis Park
Chair: Jonathan Hull

Adaptive Logic Networks for Machine-Printed
Character Recognition
Robert C. Vogt, JohnJ. LoPorto,John M. Trenkle,
William Cavnar, EnvironmentalResearch Instituteof
Michigan
A Comparison of Two Learning Algorithms
Categorization

for Text

David D. Lewis, AT&T BellLaboratories;
Marc Ringuette,Carnegie MellonUniversity
Learning the Op_mal Parameters in a Ranked
Retrieval System Using Mulli-Query Relevance
Feedback
Brian T. Bartell,GarrisonW. Cottrell,RichardK. Belew,
Universityof Californiaat San Diego

12:55pm - 1:00pm
Announcements

Alexis Park

1:00pm - 1:45pm
Invited Speaker

Alexis Park

Text Retrieval Using the Vector Processing Model
Gerard Salton,Cornell University
1:45pro- 2:00pm
Break
2:00pro - 3:00pm
Session 3

Alexis Park

Alexis Park
Chair:

Keyword Selection From Word Recognition Results
Using Definitional Overlap
Paul Filipski,Jonathan Hull, State Universityof New
York at Buffalo
N-Gram-Based Text Categorization
WilliamB. Cavnar, JohnM. Trenkle, Environmental
Research Instituteof Michigan
Lexicon-Based Word Recognition Without Word
Segmentation
Gregory K. Myers and Chien-HueiChen, SRI
International

2:00pm- 3:00pm
Session 3

Alexis Park
(Continued)

An Automatic Indexing of Compound Words Based
on Mutual Information for Korean Text Retrieval
PanKooKim,YooKunCho,SeoulNationalUniversity
3:00pm- 3:15pm
Poster Break

Alexis Park

3:15pm- 4:00pm
Seulon 4

Alexis Park
Chair: David Lewis

The Role of Visualization in Document Analysis
RobertR.Korfhage,University
of Pittsburgh;
KaiA.
Olsen,MoldeCt_llege.Norway
About the Logical Partitioning of Document Images
Andrea=Dengel,GermanResearchCenterforArtificial
Intelligence
A Context-Based Approach to Text Recognition
T. G. Rose,L. J. Evett,AmandaCarynJobbins,
Noltingham
TrentUniversity,
Nottingham,
England
4:00pm- 4:15pm
Poster Break
5:45pm- 11:00pm
Buses to Lake Mead
Dinner/Dance
Cruise
ontheDesertPrincess

AlexisPark

Lake Mead

l O:00am- 11:OOam
Session 5

Alexis Park
Chair:HenryBaird

Script and Language Determination From Document
Images
A. LawrenceSpitz,FujiXeroxPaloAltoLaboratory
Binarization and Multi-Thresholding of Document
Images Using Connectivity
LawrenceO'Gorman,AT&T BallLaboratories
Direct Extraction of Topographic Features From
Gray Scale Character Images
Seong-WhanLeeandYoungJoonKim,Chungbuk
NationalUniversity,
Korea
An Alternative to Vectorization: Decomposition of
Graphics Into Primitives
J.E. denHartog,T. K.tenKate, G. vanAntwerpen,
TNO InstituteofAppliedPhysics;
J.J. Gerbrands,Delft
University
ofTechnology;
The Netherlands
11:00am - 11:15am
Poster Break

AlexisPark

11:15am- 12:00pm
Session 6

AlexisPark
Chair: LarrySpitz

Asymptotic Accuracy of Two-C/ass Discrimination
TinKamHo and HenryS. Baird,AT&TBellLaboratories
Use of Constraints As A Second Stage Character
Classification Technique
GeorgeSazaklisandTheoPavlidis,StateUniversity
of
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NewYorkat StonyBrook
Su Chen, Suresh Subramaniam,Robert M.
Haralick, Universityof Washington;IhsinT.
7:30am - 8."20am
Alexis Park
Phillips,SeattleUniversity
Registration
8:20am - 8:30am
Welcome

Alexis Park

The<)Pavlidis,Chairman
LeadingProfessor
Department
of ComputerScience
StateUniversity
of NewYorkatStonyBrook
8:30am- 9:45am
Invited Speaker

1:10pm- 1:15pm
Announcements

Alexis Park

1:15pm- 2:00pm
Invited Speaker

Alexis Park

AlexisPark

Computational Geometry for Document Analysis
GodfriedToussaint,McGillUniversity,
Montreal,Canada
9:45am- 10:00am
Refreshment Break

12:00pm - 1:10pm
Lunch (no host)

Alexis Park

The Text REtrieval Conference
DonnaHarman,NationalInstitute
ofStandardsand
Technology
2:00pm - 2:15pm
Break

Alexis Park

2:15pm - 3:15pm
Session 7

Alexis Park
Chair: Robert Korfhage

Experiments in Automatic Word Class and Word
Sense Idenification for Information Retreival
Susan Gauch, Universityof Kansas; Robert P. Futrelle,
NortheasternUniversity

An Approach to Interactive Retrieval in Face Image
Databases Based on Semantic Attributes
Venkat N. Gudivada,Ohio University;Vijay V. Raghavan,
Guna S. Seetharaman,Universityof Southwestern
Louisiana

Estimating Errors in Document Databases
JaekyuHa, Su Chen, Robed M. Haralick,Universityof
Washington;IhsinT. Phillips,Seattle University

Ma_king of Document Images With Codewords to
Deter I/licit Dissemination
J. T. Brassil,S. Low, N. F. Maxemchuk,L. O'Gorman,
AT&T Bell Laboratories

Retrieval of Line Drawings
OliverLorenzand Gladys Monagan, SwissFederal
Instituteof Technology(ETH)
A Paper Form Processing System With an Error
Correcting Function for Reading Handwritten Kanji
Strings
KatsumiMarukawa, Kazuki Nakashima,Masashi Koga,
YoshihiroShima, HiromichiFujisawa,Central Research
Laboratory,Hitachi, Ltd.

Mode/ling and Exploiting Traceability Between
Software Development Documents
Jean-Pierre Queille,Anne Richermo,Jean-Francois
Voidrot,Matra MarconiSpace; Rorence Sedes,
Universityof Paul Sabatier
Development of a Full-Text Information Retrieval
System
Keizo Oyama, Aldra Miyazawa, AtsuhiroTakasu,
National Centerfor Science InformationSystems
(NACSIS); KoujiShibano, Tokyo InternationalUniversity
3:15pm - 3:30pm
Poster Break

Alexis Park

3:30pm-

Alexis Park

4:30pm

Low Level8 Structural
Recognition
Session
Poster
Papers of Documents
AbdelBelaid, Y. Chenevoy,CRIN-CNRS/INRIA
Lorraine,France
Document Characterization, Authentication and
Retrieval Based on Medium-Embedded Random
Patterns
D. Brzakovicand N. Vujovic,LehighUniversity
Information Retrieval for a Document Writing
Assistance System
Marie-LouiseCorraland Amaury Simon, Matra Marconi
Space (MMS) - Aramiihs;ChristineJulien,Institutde
Rechercheen Informatiquede Toulouse(IRIT); France

5:30pm- 10:00pm
Happy Hour
Dinner

Great Hall
Thomas Beam

Tour of Facilities

Engineering Bldg.
UNLV

!_ '

' ___i_____

8:20am - 8:30am
ISRI Welcome

_

i

Alexis Park

Thomas A. Nartker, Director
InformationScience Research Institute
HowardR. Hughes Collegeof Engineering
Universityof Nevada, Las Vegas
8:30am - 9:45am
Alexis Park
The 1994 ISRI Technology Assessment Reports
ISRI Staff

Issues in Automatic OCR Classification
JeffreyEsakov, Daniel P. Lopresti,Jonathan S.
Sandberg, JiangyingZhou, MatsushitaInformation
TechnologyLaboratory- PanasonicTechnologies,Inc.

9:45am - 10:00am
Refreshment Break
10:00am - 12:00am

Correlated Run Length Algorithm (CURL) for
Detecting Form Structure Within Digitized
Documents
Michael D. Garris, NationalInstitute of Standardsand
Technology

ISRI Research Reviews
ISRI Staff

Alexis Park

Alexis Park

!

C. K. Chow is a Research Staff Member Emeritus of IBM. Hejoined IBM in 1964at the Thomas J. Watson Research Center
where he did research and had various managerial, staff and intemational assignments. Prior to that he worked at the
Burroughs Research Center. He received hisPh.D. degreefrom Comell Universityand served as an assistantprofessorat
PennState,a visitingprofessorat MIT, an adjunctprofessorat Columbiaand UC Santa Barbara. Hisprofessionalexperience
includedmembershiponthe IEEE ComputerSocietyGoverningBoard,conferencechairmanshipand associateeditorshipof
severaljoumals. He is a life fellowof the Instituteof Electricaland ElectronicEngineers.

Gerard Salton is a Professor of Computer Science at Comell University. He received a Ph.D. degree in Applied
Mathematicsfrom HarvardUniversityin 1958 and remainedon the AppliedMathematicsfacultyat Harvard until1965 when
he movedto Comell. Dr. Saltonhas been a visitingprofessorat the Universityof Grenoble (France), at the Swiss Federal
Instituteof Technology(ETH) in Zurichand (EPF) in Lausanneand at the Universityof Konstanz(Germany). Dr. Saltonhas
workedinthe area ofnaturallanguagetextprocessing,including,in particular,automatictextanalysisand informationretrieval.
From 1965-68, he was editor-in-chiefofACM Communications;from 1969-70, editor-in-chiefof the ACM Joumal. Between
1972 and 1978, he served on the ACM Councilas NortheastRegionalRepresentative. Currently,Dr. Saiton is an editorof
InformationSystemsand of the ACM Transactionson Database Systems. He was a GuggenheimFellowin 1963 and has
receivedthefirstACM-SIGIR Awardforcontributionsto informationretrievalin 1983,as wellas a HumboldtFoundationSenior
ScientistAward in 1988and theASIS Awardof Merit in 1989. He has publisheda large numberof articlesand severalbooks
on informationretrievaland related areas. The most recenttext is "AutomaticText Processing"(Addison-Wesley,1989).

Godfrled T. Toussaint received his B.Sc. degreefromthe Universityof Tulsa, Tulsa, Oklahomaand his M.A.Sc.and
Ph.D. degrees fromthe Universityof BritishColumbia,Vancouver, B.C., Canada, in 1968, 1970 and 1972, respectively,all
in ElectricalEngineering.Since 1972he has beenwiththeSchoolofComputerScienceat McGillUniversityteachingand doing
researchin the areas of informationtheory, pattemrecognition,and computationalgeometry. Dr. Toussaintis pastcouncilmember of the NorthAmericanBranchof the ClassificationSociety and past AssociateEditorof the IEEE Transactionson
InformationTheory and ofthe IEEE Transactionson Pattern Analysisand MachineIntelligence. Presently,he isAssociate
Editorof the PlenumPressSeriesonAdvancedApplicationsin Pattem Recognition,AssociateEditorof Pattem Recognition,
Associate Editor of ComputationalGeometry: Theory and Applications,Associate Editor of the InternationalJoumal of
ComputationalGeometry and Applicationsand AssociateEditorof the VisualComputer. He is also on the EditorialBoards
oftheJoumalsDiscreteand ComputatationalGeometryand Formaaswell as onthe AdvisoryBoard ofthe IEEE Transactions
on PatternAnalysisand MachineIntelligence. He isa memberof severalleamed societiesincludingthe IEEE, The Pattem
RecognitionSociety and the New YorkAcademy of Sciences. He recently edited two bookspublished by North Holland,
ComputationalGeometry in 1985 and ComputationalMorphologyin 1988 as well as three specialissueson computational
geometry,oneofThe VisualComputer(May, 1988),oneof the ProceedingsoftheIEEE (September,1992), and one ofPattern
RecognitionLetters (September,1993). In 1978,he was therecipientof the Pattern RecognitionSociety'sBest Paper ofthe
Year Awardand in 1985 he was awardeda KillamFellowshipbythe Canada Counciltocarryout a two-yearresearchproject
on movableseparabilityof sets.

Donna Harman has been involvedin researchin new retrievaltechniquesfor many years. She works at the National
Instituteof StandardsandTechnology(NIST) andhasbuilta large-scaleprototypeof an advancedretrievalsystemfortesting
in several govemmentagencies. Currently,she is involvedin runningthe Text RetrievalConferences (TREC), including
developinga new testcollectioninvolvingovera milliondocuments,withappropriatetopicsand relevancejudgements. She
received an M.E.E. degree in electricalengineeringfromComell University,and workedwith ProfessorGerard Saltononthe
SMART project. BeforecomingtoNIST,shewas a researcherat theNationalLibraryof Medicineintheareas ofexpertsystems
in medicineand informationalretrievalsystems.

Third Annual Symposium on
Document Analysis and Information Retrieval
INFORMATION

SCIENCE RESEARCH INSTITUTE

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
April 11- 13, 1994

Conference Registration Form
Name:
Title:
Company:
Address:
City:
Telephone Number: (

State:
)

Zip:

.....

E-mail Address:

Registration Fees

Pre-Reg
before3/11/94

Regular
after3111/94

Amount

Conference Registration
(IncludesdinnerTuesday,4/12/94)

$375.00

$450.00

$

Dinner (Tuesday Dinner for Spouse/Companion)

$ 10.00

$

Dinner/Cruise on Lake Mead (Monday Dinner)
(Pre-registration
is recommended
sinceseatingislimited)

$ 50.00

$

Conference Proceedings (Extra Proceedings)
(OneProceedings
isincludedinthepriceofthe registration)

$ 50.00

$

Make checks/money orderspayable to: UNLV Board of Regents
Mail completed conference registration form and check/money order to:
Symposium Manager
Information Science Research Institute
Telephone
(702)895-4571
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Fax
(702)895-1183
4505 Maryland Parkway
Box 454021
Las Vegas, NV 89154-4021

All checks/moneyordersshouldbe in U.S. Dollars
and checksmust be drawnon a U.S. Bank.

HOTEL REGISTRATION FORM
Rooms

Reserved

Under the Name'

Third Annual Symposium

on Documentation

Reservationsreceivedafter March 10, 1994 willbe acceptedon a space availablebasis only.
Please reserveaccommodationsfor:
NAME:
HOME ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE:

ZIP:

STATE:

ZIP:

HOME PHONE:
COMPANY NAME:
COMPANY ADDRESS:
CITY:
BUSINESS PHONE:

SINGLE OCCUPANCY - $ 79.00

DOUBLE OCCUPANCY - $ 79.00

WlLLARRIVE:

, 1994

TIME:

WILL DEPART:

,1994

TIME:

Reservationswillnot be held after 30 days withouta deposit. Credit Card Numbersare taken as a guarantee
only, notas a method of payment.
Enclosed is my one night'sdepositpayable by:

Mastercard

Check

(Circle One)

Visa

Credit Card

American Express

Carte Blanche

DinersClub

CREDIT CARD NUMBER:
EXPIRATION DATE:
PLEASE PRINT NAME AS IT APPEARS ON CARD:

Room Reservations:

(800) 582-2228

Fax:

Or mall your reservation

to:

Alexis Park Resort
P.O. Box 95698
Las Vegas,

NV

89193-5698

(702)796-4334

BI()(;RAPHIES

',.I
K
k.
J.
J
J.
S.
L.
P.
G.
T.
P.
K.
R.
S.

13ienkowski, SRI International
Finn, SRI International
Gewali, UNLVBSRI
Hastings, The Desert Research Institute
[tobbs, SRI International
Kanai. UNLV/ISRI
Latifi. UNLV/ISRI
Larmore, UNLV/CSD
Mulgaonkar, SRI International
Nagy, Rennselaer Polytechnic institute
Nartker, UNLV/ISRI
Stubberud, UNLV/ECE
Taghva, UNLVBSRI
Wharton, The Desert Research Institute
Zink, University of Nevada, Reno

APPENDIX

B.

The Automated Recovery and Organization
of Scientific and Technical Information
from Microform Archieval Documents
A Proposal
submitted to:
the NSF/ARPA/NASA Digital Libraries

Program

DI(;ITAL LIBRARIES:
THE
AUTOMATED
i{EC()VERY
AND ()R(;ANIZATION
()F SCIENTIFI(;
\ND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
FROM MICR()F()RM
ARCHIVAL
DOCUMENTS

.':,ubmutea To'
The RESEARCIt ON DIGITAL LIBRARIES Pro un'am

Prepared By:
T. A. Nartker. K. Taghva. & J. Kanai
Tile Information Science Research Institute
University of Nevada. Las Veaas
Las Vegas, Nevada
P, _Iulgaonkar & J. Hobbs
SRI International
Menlo Park. California
R. Wharton & J. Hastings
The Desert Research Institute
Reno, Nevada
S. Zink
UniversIty or Nevada, Reno
Reno, Nevada

February 199a

TABI_E

()F

(;ONTENTS

PROJECT SUNIMARY
EXECUTIVE SUXI.Xl..\R Y
PROJECT DESCF_IV['!C).N
I.
II.

INTRODUCTION
THEPROBLE_I

..................................................................

1

DOMAIN .........................................................
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SU_IS1ARY

L_e officer:yes or this re,';,,.',,rc,-.
:::2 ::_,:den:::v ana de,.'eion t_:e :ccnnolo_ies
neecied to support end•o-ena. utomatea
.-zcove:-v .ca ,,:Eanlzatlon o[ ,_CleP.IlIiC ::,--1(1
:ccnnlcal information from
nlCrOtorm aocumen's. { _,,............
", ....... '.... ::r::z :_oc_v(,t existing :nforrnatlon nag oeen produced on
?::ira copy aria _cni','ea on :':::::-::,-_..',. ithougn currev.: c,ocument processing systems are capable
,t converting ciean nn,, ....
_n:o cU_,iuzea form. recoamtion of text from poor quality
,'ocuments is error crone. .......
:" .......=.... ore. ::rose systems cannot automattcailv organize extracted
nformation. There:ore..'_rm::tIon
recover;' from microform documems is an appropriate
research area.
In this project, research proniems _n the following :our stages of document conversion are
investigated: pre-process_ng, ::cognition of document objects, retrieval of intbrmation, and
browsing and discover3,. Preprocessing steps serve two roles: 1) they remove scanning artifacts
from images prior to recognmon, thereby improving recognition rates: 21 they partition the image
into regions based on information modalitv .so that each region can be processed by suitable
recognition systems. In r_art_cu:ar. :orrectlon of geomemc distortion, removal of photometric
:_olse.and page decompostuon nrooiems ,,v_ilbe investigatea.
Currently, text regions are convertec_ into ASCII using optical character recognition (OCR) systems
Since errors generatea bv OCR .,;,,'stemspropagate to down stream applications they strongly affect
the overall performance _f iniormation processing systems. Thus, text-based methods for
correcting OCR errors will be smaied.
Graphic regions are usually manually indexed. Thus, information that does not correspond to a
predefined a set of keywords can be neither extracted nor accessed. To overcome these probl©rrm,a
model-based approach to automated extraction of information and methods for automated linking
of text and graphics will be examined.
\lthough the text-based c'orrec::_n methods are exnected to correct many OCR errors, it is highly
likeiv that some character errors ,,viii remain in OCR generated text. kience, the effect of OCR
translation errors on infomlatlon remevat must be investigated. Furthermore. to deal with OCR
errors, approximate matchin,,=techniques ,.viii invesu_ated.
To make extracted information useful, methods to automatically organize the information will be
explored. Some of the proposed research topics include: 1) auto'mat{c markup of the stru_a'_ of a
document. 2) automated indexing of documents, 3) natural language-based query, construotion, 4)
natural language-based precision refinement, and 5) automated generation of h vpertext linka for
browsing,
Progress made in this project will be measured using prototypes of an end-to-end data recovery.
,vstem. a set of reat warid _tocuments. and a set or real world queries. In particular, technical
papers in the NSF ..\ntarct_c _.i_eraturedatabase will be used in the evaluation process. Knowledge
,>btained from this oroject '.__it bc :,.aoiicabte to conversion c>tother corpora of printed/microform
_tocuments.

I'2XE{;I/TI\'E
,:;e '.coal o/the
.:asIDIe

readability

SU,x,I*IA RY

NSF,,'.,XKP.X"_.-X.SA[3i:it,'u L:branes
to diE i'.:2e ::-asslve

iqitiati'_'e ::; tO achieve an economically

cor'D.ora ot inforrnatlon

f';o,'m ;;Bterogeneotls

sources

such that

c", {.':ca_e storea. ,nana ..... . ,.,_c....a. :acxr,.,.,evea automat_ca:_v. 70 tn',scna. the Information
"cience P,esearcn Institute ' !SRI, ..: ;:_e i.azversttv or .",evaaa. L.as Vegas {UNLV), SRI
aternatmnai (SRI'_, the ;2e.,;.ert!;::search Institute {DRI}, ann the Universztv of Nevada, Reno
UNR_, propose to under:,aKc .: coo_erau,,'e project of appiied research to iden{ify and develop the
technologies needed to suar_on eaa-to-en{i, automated recoveB' and organization of scientific and
:ethnical informauon from m;croform arcnivai Engiish language documents.
We know that researchers c_onot read documents in a linear fashion and that many usc_ prefer
;,rowsing through informat:on, juror}rag from tome to related toc}tc. H.vl:}enextsystems permit such
•nformation access by providing links between reiatea portions ota document, and between _latea:l
.nformation in different documents. Hypertext authonng systems allow information creators to
produce such links while the information is being generated.
i-towever. ',here exists a it:re,,."pc}{iv{_rexisting Information that has historically been produced on
!_amcopy. Formats, document structures, ann styles followe{i in these documents have been
driven by visual aesthetics or by the linear form dictated by the medium. Document pnx:essing
,ystems today are ¢apabte c}fconvemng much of this information from hardcopy into digitrd form.
Current document understandin g systems cannot organize the converted information into the new
structures required by users of digital information. Further, recognition of text from poor quality
{old}documents is error prone, and the resulting character errors can affect the recall and precision
{}fthe information retrieval processes that operate on the recognized results.
We propose a focused research program that addresses these issues. Specifically, we propose:
•

•

•
•

Selecting a well defined corpus" the 40.000 microform English language
documents in the NSF Antarcuc research database that covers all known
publications in diverse but related scientific fields t geology, biology,
atmospheric science, etc. }on the continent.
Working with researchers who use this information now and will be the
beneficiaries of the digital corpus when it is created, to identify the
information access mechamsms that will be most useful to them
Developing and chz}racterizing document processing techniques that scan,
preprocess, recognize, and organize the information extracted from the
microforms based on the inputs from the user community.
Developing a testbed with progressively increasing capabilities that: (a) the
users can use, evaluate, and critique: (b) that can support the needs of the
research team by providing accurate and representative data for evaluating
and extending processing algorithms: and (c_ that can serve as a testbed for
integrating new ccsearcn ideas and algorithms :._ :t controlled and
cooperative manner.

At the end of the four \'ear research r_rogram, we expect to have added new and significant
:_nowled._.e..to the lnform:_t_on Stora,,e.. and RemevaI literature. Specifically,. techniques using
aatural language for extracttn,- and linking information in documents: cataloging techniques that
can De tailored bv users to present specific ,.,tews of the retrieved information: and techniques for
adapting to and correcting errors caused by incorrect recognition.

_,,. :: :::e document
understanciin_ _ arena, ma,kin_._
_>urresearchw_iiai&o :,.:d
'.......
, i:'e, "....
,.....
........
';nflamen,,al pro_ess in --bile:In,.:
.'-ol.<.c-,-,fl c_',","'_anon _r',m_croform _mar,es; trainable domain.....
,.,.,,";.....
..... ' ontnms tot P ::'.:,: .::,..",,-<',,,,
,no_ t t:_n ........
................
;"_'"' ','(_t_n_ ,'"-,.n nmucs for c omuinin _ the resuks
r, -'_UI[IE.._ ,. ,-¢_,..,
,-,
.....
,,.,.o,.nltlOn
t::_,;_;,c:,..:."2r_nlc
na:,,_is tccnnltlues: :nil tecnniaues for automatically
.,c ...... :',ebest comoin;'.t:_>_'
.....,,i :',:::o.'-:.:nms_,.,,
._caon measurcfi ,. ocumcnt _maEe auaJitv. We will
,i._o nue::sn results or dcta::cc c,,mnln:'a: c,C,",racic:n,
zanons or ex'sun_ ann new aiaorithms in all
•.m
....._
......
,,
.:.,:,Deersc: the conversion
,., ,-,_..... ..... Udlll_. :.reurocessln_,
.
_ .,.,.oznltlOn,
-_'" _' "
" recision, and recall.
_,
?ertorm, ance of browsln_: •- "._ems t ,.,,,,nu_..
,:'_" (,,_ ,-"cessani,,'
,,.
suuiecu,,'e) will also be published for the
research commumtv to evn',::,::c.
7

The algorithms and prototype
:-;':stems that '.ve deveiop wiil be made available to several
commumties: First, the c'_:t:,._ iibrarv researcn commumtv ,,viii benefit by having the large corpus
available for experiments
in 'automatic indexing, information organization,
retrieval, and similar
studies. Second, the document understanding community will benefit from the large volume of
._ccuratel',' truthed imalzes ,,nat v.,)il be available to test new algorithms
and systems. The lack of
<ufficient data, especiaiiy in tim science and tecnnoiogy fields isotten cited as a key restraint on the
development of improved document understanding systems. Third. the researchers who study the
polar Antarctic region, v,,_il benefit by hav_ng a complete comnendium
of knowledge in their
research field available at tnetr ringervms. It Would be interesting to study how their research habits
,:nange once this source becomes reaciiiv accenteci. Finaily, commercial'information
providez_ will
benefit by virtue of hav_n- a system that can be used to automatically
(,hence cost effectively)
convert, organize and sell _ther com ora of documents that currently exist only in hardcopy form.
We propose providing free :_cccss to the first three commumties and licensing the technology to the
commercial information prov_iers.
Our research plan is focused on the technology voids that we have identified. The plan is
subdivided into tour elements: preprocessing technology, recognition technology, post_r_¢ssing
technology, and use of natural language for browsing and cataloging.
This research plan is b_ekext
by a well defined experimental methodology for characterization
of algorithms and meas__at
of
performance.
Over the past three ",'ears. 'he expenmentai
environment
required to compare, evaluate, and
exlgeriment with comt)ettng
technoiogies
in both optical character
recognition
(OCR) and
information retrieval (IR/has
been developed and used at ISRI in Las Vegas. The operation of
such large scale test facilities reqmres a si,.z,ntficant investment in both equipment and personnel.
ISRI has developed a management infrastrt_cture to conduct annual, technology assessment tests of
competing OCR systems. Yew performance metrics, new test datasets, and facilities to cream new
test data,sets have been developed.
The mechanism of publishing the results of this coml_tition is a
Symposium, "the Symposium on Document Analysis and Information Retrieval," held each year in
Las Vegas.
Our team is strong and uniquely capable of conducting the proposed research.
The Information
Science Research Institute (ISRD at the University of Nevada. Las Vegas was established in 1990
hv a grant from the United States Department of Energy. The overall mission of ISRI is to foster
the improvement of automated technoiot_,ies for document processing.
Since !990. ISRI has been
conductlng large ::cale exncr_mcnts _n documen: understanding
using its automated experimental
:nvtronment.
>:odiner :.':,c:::cn institute _:athe ,,vortd currentiv i_as such capaoilities.
We have a
)rac_: record in character,.zat_on ot OCR tecnnoiogy and in investigation
of the interaction between
the recognition anti retnevai lasks.
SRI lnternationai is the world's larr, est independent nonprofit research institute, chartered in the
state of California, perforrntng a broad spectrum of problem-oriented
research. Groups at SKI that
are involved in the proposed work have a significant track record in OCR and image understanding
(e.g.. for the US Postal Service). hypertext and multimedia, artificial intelligence, and distributed

.._.rormatton storaae "n_
......
..,,
, .... U')':II.t,)tlr naturai l,_n_ua,2e ,.
,"stem tF.,\STL'S'_, deveioped in 1992,
:,;IS tlmong
ire rod two c_r :_rog ;.....
........
'""_ tn t',vc) t_:_
"" .....
.... + c','_l _uauon_ ot ,.vntten tan_uage systems, and
,n orcleror mn_ltuc_e r:,stcr ",n;lnc,'+mn_ante._:',_;tems.
'i':e, i)esert Researc,_ i::.,<t;t',:tu: :z.",..'.vnrt{fs :,.:r-"e.,:::':ul'+4,<"'n:,,u,.,,...,
_n',,u,'v
¢>r_ntzation conducting_
:nvironmentai research ::, ,n_ : ads. ,3RI was recentt',' :_,.varctecia c)-vear _ant to studv the
'.Ic.\Iumo Dry Vailev._rcz'.'._no: ._,nta.rcnca - ,. cold deser_ ecosystem - as part of the NSF's l._ng7e.rm Ecological Researc,_ <I.TE?,') :rom'am. ()vet 25 semor investigators and +_r'aduatestudents
:re invoiveci in this LTER r:'o)ec:, maKin_ DRI home to the maiontv of acnve researchers in this
:red. Project sta.ff ,'u'e:n:tm:_te:v f:_"miiarwith the ,'\nta.rcuc literature regarcting the Dry. Valleys:
:nev nave studied ail o_ i',. ::::a de,,'eioDecta _reat deal of it: :,_e,,'are the domain experts.
DRI originally grew f_ut or the University of Nevada. Reno; and the two institutions maintain a
<lose working reiationsnin tociav, not ontv in science, but in service facilities as well, inoluding
their Libraries. For a numDer ot years, the UNR Library has aggressively pursued eleolronic
_torage and remeval for its holdings, which include a large collection of Government documents,
on environmental matters in nanicular. Library. staff are professionally interested in the effects of
information technology on sctennsts research habits and scientific productivity.
Under this progam. ISRI ,.v_ilconciuct research in OCR techniques, information retricvsl, add
document markup. ISRI will also be responsible for the _eneration of image and truthefl chat_eter
data for supporting the teams research activities. In cooperation with the other team mombers,
[SRI will design, devetop, document, operate, and maintain the expenmenta[ testbefl. SRI will
focus on preprocessinr, nl_onthms, graphics understanding techniques, and natural language)
techniques based on SR]'s F-ASTUS system. DRI will provide the team access to the documents in
the Polar Antarctic database and access to researchers who use the information. DRI sci_)ntists will
also serve as test users of the dam as it is converted and throughout the development ey¢lo, work
closely with the team in defining needs and evaluating technical approaches to meet the n_ls.
UNR will provide bibliographical knowledge that will be required to organize the e,xtrltct_l
information according to accepted conventions and patterns. UNR will also have the m_bility
to obtain all required copyright releases and other administrative protocols for providing users
controlled access to the data.
The entire team is comm_tteci to aciaieving the proposed coals and is enthusiastic about the program
potential. Both the administratmn :tt UNLV anct UNR as well as the management at SRI and DRI
,,trongty support the proposed project.
In summary, we confidently look forward to achievin_ the proposed coals. The end r_sult_ of our
research will benefit the entire infrastructure of information extraction and organization on which
the future of digital libraries will be based.
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INTR()DUCTIi)N

One goal of the NSF/ARPA/NASA Digital Libraries Initi:ttive is to achieve an economically
feasible capability to digitize massive corpora of information from heterogeneous sources such that
the,,, can be stored, managed, searched, and retnevad automatically. To this end, the Information
Science Research Institute (ISRI) at the University of Nevada. Las Vegas (UNLV), SRI
International (SRI'), the Desert Research Institute IDRI), and the University of Nevada, Rono
(UNR), propose to undertake a cooperative project of applied research to identifv and dcvelop the
technologies needed to support end-to-end automated recovery, and organization of scientific and
technical information from microform archival English language documents.
The large amount of extant archival information that is available c_nlv in microform makes this a
particularly interestin,,., fgroblem clomain from the di,.zital_ libraries perspective. Unlike new
information that can be organized from its creation to take advantage of the search capabilities of
digital media, microform documents are reflections of the organization imposed by their hardeopy
_ngi'aals. We propose to study the methods by which end-users access such archival information
and to reflect these needs in tile document processing steps. This will allow us to automatically
_rg:mize extracted information in ways that provide user friendly search capabilities which
significantly improving the usability of the retrieved information. Because information access
requirements can vary. with the type of materials used. we propose to focus our research eft're'ISon
a well-defined subset of archived knowledge: the approximately 55,000 papers in the NSF
Antarctic literature database and on the collection of users that have an interest in that data.
The selected problem domain has maior significance from the perspective of document recognition
systems as well. l_nages recorded on microforms media are frequently low resolution and contain
much noise and distortion. Consequently, such images present more difficult problems for
_reprocessing :rod recogn_)ion algorithms than do ltnages car_turcti from paper documents. The
research that we propose .,v_ildcvclot9 techniques that use dctallctl charactenzatmn of algorithms.
methods for automatically selecting algorithms with ciaaracteristlcs that suit the image quality, the
use ot natural language to improve recognition resuits and prestructure the information to support
advanced access methods such as browsing and complex queries. :ttld will make significant
contributions to the field of intelligent document understandin,.z,. \Ve believe that algorithms to
solve all of these problems either already exist or can be createct in the time frame of the Digital
Libraries pro m'am.

.'.'e ',;."otioseto r)re,'-:,,zre
:',::eln::tKe .:'.atiabie " .:,_mr)lu:U::i:r',,,:-v • ':;format:on extracted from the
•":cr_rc_rrn,,.+,'c,,-,,
..... n ,': the ".:e. .............. ,lt2_.u:.:,dye. '.e .,lti.,_:u'._."_r_r,.c_¢lu.
,- ' , ,,t the way,in which
' ntarc::c _c:ennsts ,.,.,ii in:or:cut'.,.,tn tnxs uata anct tecn:",tuues :o :'.utomatlca:';.. _can. recomaize, and
r.-anlze ,.,,. information :._., et,,,,._.+ ne 'u it'," _t the u'ataoase rroaucca ,,,, :::ese scientists. We
.,.i_ii;=aKeavatiabie 'he. u_n-'er:.::on ........
,,.,.,,,,,,.,,,uesto tarae :-:caie:n'o,"-rv,,atmn,sunt_iiers and. user,s who
.ouid
,a_
.... n emt_io,.' t.ne a_,:on,.nms ,:,:vetot_ea to organ:ze other ::m_iar _oales of knowledge. To
:::a_:e :;'xcha iarge amount er i:_:a,r'w,.a_ton
u:;a0te. ,.ve v. _tlevaluate 'he etfect._ of recognition errors
+n text remeval s,.'stems :_c_1dc;':,e _rocesses t_asea on aocument and collection knowledge to
.'.utomatica[lv aetec: ::n_ c_rrec: _::r.ors. ?-"urtner.markup can _e added to the documents and
•ncomoratea into a re:_ev:_: a'.',;temto maze tae coiiecuon more accessible.
.+

We expect ttaatsuccessful comt3tetton of this research would matte possible the automatic creation
c_farchival databases wi'tich ,a,c_uldl_rovlde users both _rowsing cat_a0ilities and powerful graphicbased queraes to retrieve lnformauon. Because both the input image domatn and the domain of
output users is well detinea, we will be able to address fundamental researcia issues such as:
l.

models for user _nteracnons with the information.

2. automatic techn_uues that use these models in the process of extractlng and
storing _nform,ttton.
3. experimental charactenzauon of document processing :tigonthms.
4.. algorithms that can be optimized to work on specific types of document
images, and
5. interaction between search methods and techniques
r_resenting results of the search.

for accessing and

The research proposed here :.s grou.neciaccording to the technologies that are needed to provide
;tutomatic recover,,' c,r .,;ucn information. These areas are pre-processing, character recognition,
graphic recognition, aad post-processing. There are both commercial and research prototype
systems available to perform many of these tasks. It is our intent to evaluate and incorporate as
many of the available systems into the proposed testbed as possible. Thus. the final t_lanology
incorporated in the testbed produced as the output of the proposed research will be a combination
of commercial elements, prototype elements, and new algorithms developed as part of this _t.
In order to automate the task of comparing competing algorithmic approaches to each of th_
recovery, steps needed, specially designed experimental environments will be constructed. The
design and construction of such test environments has been discussed bv [Kanai93].
Experimental "testbed" un,.'ironments to evaluate both Optical Character Recoanition (OCR) and
Information Retrtevui (IR'_ s',stems na,.,e been m_iitanc_have been tn operation at ISRI for the past
,.hree ,,'ears ,see trice,931 :tnClITa_'n,,'agaal). These .-x_enment:ti svstems are available for the
research proposed here:n. We expect to build anti operate similar systems to compare and evaluate
r,re-process_ng and g.,':tr_nic-recognlt_antechnologies :ts part of the proposed pro.lect.
Experimental environments to evaluate and compare image processing
algorithms, and remevai algorithms require some form of "ground-truth"
developed a laboratory, for preparing such test data as part of its research
of Energy (DOEL The facilities of this laboratory, will be available to
proposed project.
"3

algorithms, recognition
test data. ISRI has also
for the U.S. Department
prepare test data for the

\ll de:'e!eDment o[ c_,.v :,,',_,ontnm._r_ornre- :,.hanos[-process_r,L"'>.lil be cone nv the research staff
.............
,,,, ,_..... , ,,,,_ilbe -:one e,,' the technoloav
t SRI c,:'.aat iSRI
".:,m_:',nson tc::t'n:, or .... ,"_",tn,,:..',,:
....o_........
..
.ssessmen: _rouD ::: i_RI. _"._e crouna-tru,n rest _'ata r:.'-',o'ae
'a '.v_il be eret_area bv the data
•"renaratlon Laboratory ".: iSRI. amn'e cue,".e.,;ann re:e,.'ancc :.:aument cata ',v_ilbe provided by
:)RI. T:-aaltional bibiiot:r::nn2c _:uaitt'. control .,viiibe nro,,'_aea _,.' the CNR Libran,. Agreement's
.vl[h publishers regarcln', c:_nyn__.nt::;sues ',,,_i[also De oDtamea arm managea bv the UNR Library.
:or this proiect.
[n the remainder or t_'.isero,qosal. ,.,.e first aescnbe (in Sccuon II') the domain that we have selected
:'or study I/he NSF Potar. :,:;tarcnc, ca/abase)and the ratlonaie ,"orseiecting that particular domain.
In Section III we present t::e outline of an automatic system that. upon compieuon of out' research,
will be capable of con,,,ert,_ngand orgamzing the information in the selected domain. In Section IV
we identify the research :nat must t_eundertaxen to deveiop technology required for achieving the
svstem vision presentea in Section lII. Section V descnbes the rigorous testmg environments that
we propose constructing to guide and manage the research. Secuon VI presents our phased plans
for distributing the fruits of our research (both in terms of digitized corpora and information
capture algorithms) into the relevant user and research commumties. We also identify how these
communiues can provide feeclback to _ntluence the course of our own research efforts under the
proposed program. The remaining secuons cover (in order), the equipment required, project
responsibilities, and the proposed schedule and budgets.

[I.

THE PR()BLESI

DOMAIN

Since 1951, the Library of Congress, under contract to the National Science Foundation, has
accumulated a microform based archival library containing Antarctic research literature.
Approximately 55,000 articles have been scanned and catalogued through mid-1993. It is
estimated that between 35,000 and 40,000 of these research reports are printed in the English
language. The microform iibrarv contains a (scanned imaue) copy of each page of each article in
the collection ahhougn use of the collection is still subject t'ocopyright resections. This Antarctic
literature is, of course, only a tiny fraction of the world's scientific literature, but it contains
representative titles from ail biological and steoscience disciplines. Furthermore. it represents the
totality of work which has been conducted or_a large and scientifically compelling world region.
An especially interesting subset of the Antarctic research literature can be identified. This subset is
the (approximately) 500 articles, pertaining to the so-called Dry. Valleys in the McMutcio Sound
area. As it happens, the McMurdo Dry Valleys are currently the focus of a Long-Term Ecological
Research (LTER) site, being actively studied by the Desert Research Institute, part of University
and Community College System of Nevada, also under contract to the NSF. Approximately 25
scientists and students are affiliated with this LTER project, making Nevada home to the majority.
of practicing researchers in this field. Thus, an ideal subset of documents for study (an
expenmental/trainin,,= set) exists and most of the experts on this set are directly available to this
project.
Through preliminary ciiscussions with this scientific community. ,.ve have identified several modes
,',t access to informatlon _ nich are especially important. First. user friendly systems for efficient
browsing and discover,,, in such a collection are desirable..-',,lso, queries based upon combinations
(_t"four basic parameters- ,vho" authored the study, "what" did he/she measure, "where" were the
measurements taken, and/or "when' were the measurements taken- will satisfy the majority of
more detailed retrievals.
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,i.e., :aformau(,,:" :;(-}tlt.-.varocartmnconcc,.,'ra,,ons
on _e ..vest ,ms_ ,":AlasKa
4. Access to infom::::;on :,v :_me_enod.
{i.e.,reformat,on ....
.',ou,,.v'arocartmn concentranons
on the ',_estcoast ot Alasica' before June i990."'.
5. Collecuon of ia:ormauon D_ea on above access types
(i.e.. :;howail v::ners that used this same methodoloLq,,in a different
area of Alas_a}.
,,

r',b y"

_',_

•

Note that document access iD,,'name of author is not supported by most most atttomated
document understanding .,:vstems. Access by geographic and temporal based queries is not
<upported by any current ,"e,,ne:'aitecnnology. Simiiariy, access to secnons of documents
'ontaming technical (tabui',_r,"..:'rapn_ccU3
intormauon _snot supported. We believe that the_ types
of remeval modes can be t:evemDea in the nine frame of the Digital Libraries program, The
availability of appropriatetechnology to support the automatic creation of efficiently sesmh=bl¢
document databases would significantly help the Antarctic research community and subsequently,
be valuable technology for the t_roaaersciennfic research community.

III.

OVERVIEW ()F TECItNOLt)GY

NEEDED

We have seen (in Section II_how the Antarcticresearch community would like to interactwith the
information present in the NSF Antarctic research papers database. The key elements of their
research strategies can be summarized by a combination of queries of the form: Who (did the
researchl, When ewas the data coilected). Where Iwas the data collected), and What (type of data
was cotlectod). The ot_jecnve or such queries is to correlate information in different documents in
thecollection, andproduce a composite view of the knowledge.
Clearly, in designing a system to answer such complex queries, simple string searches of the
textual knowledge will not be sufficient. Information present in the hardcopy document must be
extracted; separated from unnecessary factors such as page formats and layouts; correlated and
connected; and stored in ways that allow easy retrieval and browsing. The volume of doctmmnm
that have tO be processed necessitate the development and use of an automatic end.to-end_.
And finally, as the users' experience with the digital library,grows, new needs and requirements
will be generated. The conversion system must be adaptive and able to grow as requirements
grow. Figure I shows a dia,.:ramof lust such a system.
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E._a-to-cna .",1icroform lnformauon Extraction Svstem

The general process will consist of scanmng the microform documents, recognizing characters and
graphics in the documents, followed by postprocessing for error correction and knowledge
organization. Users will use the knowledge base (called digital library in Figure l _in an interactive
manner. Their experience :vith the library, will result in improvements in our understanding and
representation of the kinds or queries the users make. This in turn will affect the way in which
information is extracted, processed, linked, and represented.
Many of these functions are performed by document understanding systems today. In g_acral,
given a specific microform collection, current film or fiche handling equipment attd era'mat
scanning hardware can produce satisfactory, digitized images at reasonable cost. The qusllty of
page-images produced is mostly a funcuon of the quality of images on the microform media and
apt of the scanning equipment utitizea [Bradford94]. Thus. in most cases today, automated access
to (and use of) large quantztzes of archivai information is limited by current image and text
processing capabilities.
Given high quality page-images, current technologies for "Optical Character Recognition" (OCR)
produce output character acct,racys greater than 99.5% trice93]. The authors of this pml_sal
have conducted a number of recent studies which increase this accuracv to above 99.9% trice92],
[Taghva93a]. Further, we have demonstrated that. with some additional processing, the _tml
errors do not significantly affect the performance of current Information Retrieval (IR) sy_cms
[Taghva94b]. Thus, at least with good page-image input, currently available technologies will
support automated information recovery.
However. significant advances are required in two areas to achieve the vision described by the
above model. First. the _i_aracter accuracv's t_roduced bv current OCR systems fall off
_tramatically as page tluail:v _iecreases. even thouizn such pages are easily readable by a human
reader tRice921, [Ricer3] "-_:cond,_:urrent IR tecnnoiogtes do not support'several simple types of
:_ccess to int'ormation whici_ ::re neeaed.
The next section (Section i_._ _iescnbes our research plan for addressinL, and soiving these critical
_ssues. Section VI descrtbcs t,ur experimental methodology that ,,v_llgu'_deand evaluate results of
the research. Section VII describes how the user community and the external research community
will interact with our propo,_ed system and provide feedback during its development.
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?--irst,:o ae,,'eioD a tui!,,
:omatcc,' ,:,>cume.-,t conversion eroce:;s, optlmai image processing
.,,igonthms must be seie-:::: '.__tnout :tnv human intervention. :=or examDie, at this time, the best
.ray to choose a Dreprocc • :n,,, u'i,zontnm, such as a binanzauon ai_ontnm. _s by experimenting
.v_tnthe mfferent memoc,_ .:::a+examlnlnu_,
metr resuits tO'Gorman931. Oar proposed research into
,_utomattcaffv measunn_ '"'a,_e uuaiitv w_il leaa to the development or schemes for automatically
,electing omlmai image r."_cesstn_ a.i-,'ontnms.
_econd. :odor's documen,' understanaint_ ,:vstems provide minimal support for extracting and
representing {nformation _:_the document, i.Ve feel that conversion of text to ASCII that can be
earched usin_ smnc ....,tcn_n,, ' _tisI ++fir.st :-_eD tn the ,,roce.,s. We neea systems that
:_naerstana' the informa,:(_n :it a c'.'ci (:cer) enoutzn to asmst the ena-users tind information that
:he,,' :ire iooKing for: combine fragments ot in/ormat|on to gain new Insights into the infotn_tion
corpus: aria organize retrieved information in an understandable manner. For example, our
proposed approach findtnu domain specific phrases using a natural language system and linking
_hem into a hypertext representation will provide users functionaiity that goes well beyond string
,_earchinu.
Finally, characterizing the large number of algorithms that are either available commercially or in
the research community ts a significant area where focused research is lacking. Res_he_
in
communities such as information retrieval, messaue understanding, and character reco_tion,
understand the value of well organized, accurately ground-truthed corpora. However, r_,ny _re_
of algorithm development are not adequately characterized. An example of such ch_on
problems can be illustrated by. examining_ the current literature on skew detection algorithms.
-X.lmostall of the publishe¢: algorithms nave been tested using small scare experiments. We expect
_opertbrrn such charactenz:ttion :mcir_lacethe resuits into the literature.
This section is broken ot_t into four subsecnons corresponding to the four processing phases
described in Section III. Section IV.1 deals with preprocessing issues such as measurement and
correction of distortion in .scanned microform ima des. Section IV._')descnbes recognition i_ue,_ in
particular character recognition for convening and encoding the text portion of the im_g_ and
issues dealing with recognizing information in graphical elements. Section IV.3 det,c_b¢$
postprocessing issues related to the use of lexicons for error correction and automatic m_'kup to
support document retrieval. Section IV.3 deals with natural language based systems for ¢x_ng
and tagging complex information required for structured queries, automatic creation of h-vpettext
links between complex information elements to allow browsing, and the creation of catalogs that
<how users the resuits ot _crles without overioaain,:,_them with raw (tara.
in each subsection, we (lisc',_ss the _ac}_,,,rouno_'.,.'hatthe oroDiems are in the context of microform
+,-_nverston_.:.,hecurrent :':e _t the ::.'=.:_tmthe =ropose(i rese_cn for soiving remmning problems.
IV.l

PREPROCESSIN(;

ISSUES

Preprocessing steps serve twn roles: the,.' (:t_ remove scanning artifacts from images prior to
reco,,nition, thereby impmvi,_- reco,,c,nition rates: and (b_ they partition the image into regions
'_:tsed information modatitv __c.. :ext. L-:r:tpnics.iutlt'tones_ so that e'tcn region can be processed by
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(2orrecti()n

,,_ (;cometric

Distortion

What )s geomemc c2stomc_n.'
Geometric _stortions resutt ;rom improper presentation of the harocopy to the scanning device.
The different types of distortions that can c_ccurdeDend on the geometric relationship between the
:n_croform cmcument anc_ .... ,,,talcs ;a:_: :c>rm_ne imat_e on tnc scanner, in scannin_ devices that
::,ore the narcicooy _n :r.,_ _,_ the ::nauru,2 ,:vs_em. mecnamcal errors ;.llso produce geometric
,;istomlons. Detection c)f (i:stortlons tvnlcallv _nvotves detecun_ _nown geomemc patterns in the
data. analyzing the a_pearance _["these geometric patterns, and computing an inverse
:ransformanon that maps the ¢lislor'ted image DacKto its normal appearance.
What are the sources of distortion ?
The most common form of geomcmc distortion is called skew. It is the result of a rnisalignrncnt of
the document rctative to the scanner. In the image, the document axes appear rotated relativ¢ to the
image axes. There arc man,,' commercial and published algorithms for detecting skews as small as a
few tenths of a degree (Ba_rd92'_.
Warping of the original hardcopy relative to the scanner axes can cause higher order distortions.
Consider. ,"orexamuie. :"c conier image ota page near the spine of a hardcover book (Figure).
Sim_tar distortions can occ:_r if the mmroform being scanned does not lie flat in the image plane.
Physical damage to the re,trototto (tolds or Dentcomers) can proouce similar distortions.
Non-uniform motion of the microform in front of a scannina imaging system can produce
geometric distortions that vary with position in the document. Such distortions can give rise to
apparent changes in the size of characters in the document, change the aspect ratio of graphics in an
unpredictable manner, etc.
What methods can be used )o detect distortion?
Typical methods for detec::n,_ and correctin,.z,ctistonion 'are based on reco_nizin_ easily detectable
geometric artifacts with ;: -,_mvn shane. Y_r examr_ie, typical skew correction algorithms assume
:hat the baseline of the i :,,cs (_t text tn a document are fairly uniform and straight. Skew causes
:hese baselines to rotate
."-:;,tire
t()[he.,
..... ,,
.,,,..e
:,,xis. IKanungo'):,
"
"
"'
ct.al, have r_ublished, detailed
:natncmaucai mooeis ot ,_ne:_na,,e formation process in photocopiers and have aemonstrated how
•hesc mo0ets can be useci t_,)neasure comniex ctistornons.
We can make use of the fact that microforms typically have geometric indexing marks (punch
holes) to align the forms _ _th the scanning stage. However. there is no guarantee that the original
hardcopy that was used to make the microform was properly aligned. Features _such as the blank
spaces between page imaues in a microform) therefore may not be sufficient for detecting
_tistortions.
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',Vha:are the research i_s_..:
_iiven :he current _::ate :,: ::c :c:.",r,o_otzv. '_'e,,,Kev r-_'.,e,_,...,,
',""" _sues :nat ,.ve '.viii address are as
:'ollow,_:
1. Mathemaucal :vouciin£ of distomons" .\s described, above, certain classes
of distoruon :::oueis are available in the literature,
ttowever, to our
knowiedge, ::o ,.vstemanc effort has been made to model compound
distomons. \Ve pronose developing detailed physical models of the imaging
systems used f(,r ,:ann_ne ,,he mlcrotorms and deveiou parameterized
models or the _i:stort:on sources. This will involve rnaKin_ accurate
measurements (,t phys_caJ, dimensions of the scanning system. Other
factors, such as distortions induced by nonhomogeneities of the imaging
system liens distortions and such) will be calibrated bv scanning documents
pnnted with known caiibrauon targets such as grids and lines.
2. Determination _f measurable geometric features: We will develop a
semiautomatic system to identify key geometric elements in the page
images. Auton'mtlc systems will be used for detecting features such as text
lines. Semiautomatic systems will allow the operator to designate repeatable
identifiable features such as rules, boxes, and other graphic elements that
are typically found in the Antarctic literature. We will develop robust
estimation techniques for computing the parameters of the composite
distortion model !,asea on measurements from the image. Robust data titting
techniques are bein,g acuveiv studied bv the computer vision community
/see for exampie, proceeciings of the Robust Computer Vision workshop
1992) and such tcchnit)ues will be adapted for use in the distortion
estimauon system.
3. Domain specific distortion correction algorithms: Distortion correction
depends on three factors: (a) the modality of the information affected, (b)
the processing mechanisms that extract information from the affected areas.
and (c) the criticality of the information.
(a)

Text information, line drawn graphics, and photographs will be
affected i_ _iifferent '.rays bv the same distortmn patterns.
Different c_,rrect_on methods will l,e needed for these three
classes (,r i:_(nrmat_on. For cxan_ie. :'rese_'at_on _f hi_zh
treaue:,,cv "_[orm:It_on ,.v_il be more ,,::_portant ::: text regions
_han _n gray icvei photographs. Preservzng lineantv ot segments
in scanned 2.'raphs is more important and can be traded off
against preserving hi£h frequency comaonents. \re will define
models (or the information content of different types ot
information regions in a document and experimentally identify
the applicability of various distortion removal techniques.
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IV. 1.2

Documents ._re redundant encodings of information.
Text
contatns :,_on ,.,.nms ti_at uo not conmbute to toe informauon
content, i_.ules ,_m other ,,graphicalelements are used for styiisnc
reasons ana do not convey information. Worct-based analysts
can allow recovery of certain errors made during character
recognition, l {o',vever. comes in tables, annotations on a graph,
and otner ,mliar eiement have a high informauon content
because they are t,.'plcaily not repeated w_thin the document or
present unique reiauonshit_s with other information elements in
the document. We wiil focus our research on techniques to
idenufv tne cntica, itv of the information in various retzionsof the
document an0 devetop methods for concentrating the distortion
correction efforts on such regions.
Noise

Removal/Enhancement

Geometric distortions discussed in the previous section are one tbrm of noise that malr_ a page
image appear different from the original documenc The second class of noise is photometric noise.
There are many sources o)r',h(-_tometr_cnoise tor noise for short) that all contribute to the changes
_nthe appearance of the zm;_,_,c.
\Vhv noise removal?
Noise removal is required for precisely the same reasons as geometric correction discuss_ earlier.
Noise can cause significant changes in the apparent shape of objects in the image. For example,
change in the value of a few pixels from light to dark can change a character "e" to'- "o".
Conversely, a line drawing can chang:: from a series of connected regions to a 8_oup of
disconnecteA regions if' a few pixels change from black to white.
Further. different OCR devices use different approaches to recognize characters, some devices am
mmune to a particular kind _I nmse v,'hile others are not. The availability of metrics to measure
no_se _i.e., speckle anci skcw_ ,_ion,gwith document quality li.e.. character brokenness) should
make nossible experiments t,, ,erect nnt_mai recoenition svstems.
Thus toe eoaI of norse estimation and removal is to reduce the noise _n the image and attempt to
ma_e the ]mace took as close to its ideal representation as possible, and to provicle information to
downstream recognition processes ai3out optimal recognition algorithms and parameters.
Noise removal methods?
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are izase_ cn mectian filtering to remove
:_ec:-:ienoise, low-pass fi_............
......
..... "',"", P,ecent ,..,.,,,
"" 'ances m tne tieid are based on
._ "--.::.'z.=
•":r:orrnlng noise removal :". ".'-(_cc.,;s_n_gray :_','et images of the cocument v,ath more complicated
•iiters SUChas may ievei tv,(_m._c,_o_cai opera:ors or topoiog_cai operators [Pavlidis93], Although
:.-,ese methods may work (,:_ ,'-e,.,'.:vera,.ze. '.::ev :<uifer from tiae ,,.,.,"',",
tinct many documents contain
vaiid informanon elements t::::t may resemble ,".,")tse'n other documents.
For exampie, documents
.vnere 'ext is pnntect on a '_znt coiorea bacKgrounta may present a low contrast or broken text
,:naracters that may look like _:ut ann pepper no_se; cots _n a halftone may have the same size as
._peci<le noise: and other :;_m_lar confusion s may occur. In such cases, ad-hoc techniques may
accidentally delete information that i.';relevant and shouid be preserved.
_) Noise model basect .... ' .... ,
.'>ucn techniques use a paran_ctertzet_ hawser_o(ael that represents ti_e sources of noise, and uses a
' tttn_ process to match the (_nset-,.'ec_;m:_,.'e v:,.iues to estimate :he parameters. Once the noise
i_rocess is modeled, its effect ,:an De ret:ucea, or _deallv. eiiminatea.
In digitizing microforms. _oise c:m be tnduce_i in two stages. First. the process of converting the
paper document into film can be noisy. Seconci, the process of convernng the film data into digital
form can introduce noise.
Noise modeling is an active area of research in the document understanding community to_.. y..
Two of the most well known noise models arc due to Baird (AT&T) [Baird92], and Hat=lick
(UW') [Kanungo93].
Baird's model, which is the most elaborate, focuses on modeling as many of
'he _hvsicai parameters
_nvoivea in going :'tom an ideal cf',aracter to its scanned digital
;e.nresentation.
It includes terms tnat mociel. :'.mong other things. "he spread of ink on paper, the
:anflom jitter of the paper retative to the scanner, and the random thermal noise that is introduced in
:hescanning process itself.
' i,_

Work at SRI has focused on :t moore. ,,,at caotures the variation of the appearance of characters
without separating and correlating the vanations with specific physical aspects of the scanning
process. We have found this method to be more useful than the composition of physical models
because the number of parameters required to span the significant
changes in appearance are
smaller, and consequently, estimating the parameters is possible.
',.'n research has been conducted to empirically or theoretically
model the noise that would be
nroauced in the process or (ti,.:ttizing m_crot0rms. V,/e nronose follov.'_na a methodology similar to
'._at o,ttiined in the prevlott,, .cct.,on to r_roduce ::n emo)ncai noise mo_qel. We ,v_il dimtize and scan
.:) ,_ectaI calibration nattcr:',., i_) hi:inK :tncJknown :xreasof extsttn,, microform documents, and
• _::':trototto
',erstons ,,', ,i:,,.
,. c;_ttbrat_on ),,,,,..,""
.... ',,_,,..',',,'e "tit.. de,,'e:on su_taole parametric noise
•n(x_eis based on the {ll_tttzc'l
', 'tlUeS.
\nother area of research that we will address Is the deve!ooment of noise models for line L,raphics
_ndt:atftones. No sucn nap(lois currently exist. The necessltv for such no_se models will _ driven
'_v the class of queries that the Antarctic research community is likely to make. In general, if the
nontext regions arc only stored on disk without further processing, no noise removal (hence
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,,-ome cases,
,,'.....
.,,a', : :::-p;(>,slp,"c:: ,:;.,;t;n::,alsn c:ements ,,: ,,,e ....,na_
..,,.
from tiaat of noise,
,Vhetner a caaracter :s a
,: aFl ,'," :::av only re uistln_uishaole
basea on the ,,vorciin which it
'oils. :,'se of SUChhigne: . ".'ez _nforrn,atlon, or context' can eiav a significant role in noise
:emovai, .-ksctiscussea ear:' " :=e rote ot noise removai is to reriuce errors in me interpretation of
,he uocument tnformanor" ' e ,"oreo,, r_osmrocess_n_ ,s to remove the errors based on all the
:nt'ormanon mat Is avmiac: g
-

,qRl has Deenacnve tn (l¢','.':_r)tn_ tecnn_t_tmsfor character recoenltion that are insensitive to noise
'hat _s typlcally toun(a i:: :,our quality (mcument Images. Poor quality documents give rise to
,mfacts commoniy calle_1 :,¢gmentation problems in which individual characters cannot be
separated from each other, or in which individual characters break apart into small elements. In
<uch cases, convennona_ ,haDe-temDiate based OCR systems cannot read the underlying
,niormanon. We have ae','etot_eo tecnnmues called segmentanon-free OCR ann segmentation-t_e
.vord recognition [Cherty2. Chen')3a, Chen93bl in which lexicons, OCR performance models, and
language models are combinea to piece together the most likely interpretation of the data. We are
investigating extensions of these methods to incomorate natural language understanding techniques
:o procmce further improvements in noise Immunity.
IV.I.3

Page

Segmentation

Page segmentation is the process that breaks down page images into areas that represent significant
information blocks. Typically. a page in the Antarctic database will consist of several significant
fields: main document text. graphics, headers, footers, and logical blocks such as author, title,,etg.
There are three key e!e:'nents in page segmentation' separating the page into (usually)
nonoveriappmg blocks to produce a cover, classifying each block by the type of information it
conveys, and finally linking _tocks into a ioglcai ordering. Page segmentation is also referred to in
theliterature as page deconmosnion ana zoning.
Most commercial document understanciing svstems do a reasonable job of page segmentation when
the page structure is simple tl.e,. single column of text with some graphics). As the structure
becomes more complex tsar a Japanese newspaper with different writing styles, read ordm's, and
multiple columns) the problem becomes extremely difficult and no general solutions exist (and
indeed, none may be possible).
Issues in page segmentation.
We .areinterestea in the e,-c,,,'essot seementintz _m:lees drawn from a fairly well defined field. The
research _a=ers of intere,: •, ,_, tu tnts ,,:uciv ',ireanrnaraiv drawn f:om a'hanm'ul of journals with
._etl detine(a styles ann _:.':......,,, t:,,."',
(_o_setluctxtiv.,
v,e ,,viii bypass, the '.zenerai pa,,e decomposition
:,ror_iem and focus on sc'a_:atitr)matl¢
:heinous for se,.zmenttn,,, pa_s drawn "irom a manually
, ictincu class of structure:,
Fcxt graphics separation.
The first step in page decomnosttion is the separation of text regions from _aphics. This is usually
accomplished by image processing techniques that look for the (aistincuve characteristics of text
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_",ass:fvin_ nontext r-".::o::,, ,:, ::"e :::'a,.v_n_s. _itmaDpecl graphics, i',aiftones, etc. is also a well
:esearched-field. We ..,.'alli:::ntcmen:. :est. an_iintegrate such tecnniques in our testbed system.
React orcter iinkin:
The page decomposition step ciescnbed above, segments or zones the image into nonoverlapping
."eglons that are processed :n:ter_enne.",:i','. Thus. text flows get r_anltionec_into columns, and may,
,iepenciing on nar,e iavout. '_:, t, a,. .... ntea into smaller units.
For searching the text. however, 't is important to link the flows together in the order in which they
,,hould be read. This process is also referred to as threading. Techniques have been developed for
,allowing multiple threa_as to 0e reeresented denoung the reading order of elements on a page, for
articles that span pages, and to account for subtexts such as boxed items on a page. In general, the
problem of determining the reading order has not been solved.
We propose taking advantage of the limited number of editonal and layout styles that will be found
in a well defined corpus such as the Antarctic database. We will research four specific ..t_haiqu_
to automate the conversion process: rules based on image formats, linguistic rules, di_tional
markers, and analysis of tables of content.
Image Formats: We expect ',",find a _mall number of representative image formats in the database
,_f papers to be converted..",lost of these will be fairly reguiar consisting of two columns of text,
figures and graphics blocks that are either completely in one column or span both columns, and
,veil defined structures at the ._tartof each article for title, author, and abstract blocks. The flow in
.such documents is typically linear. We will augment this model by adding other models as
appropnate Ifor exampie, boxed subtext, running headers and footers, page number locations). We
will create a polygonal representauon that represents the constant elements on each page at a wry
low resolution.Theselow resolution templateswill be matched against the overall pageimage to
identify the semantically constant pans of the image. Next, we will indicate typical read re_l_,nc,_
within the variablepartsof the model.
Linguistic rules: In cases where the read order cannot be precoded correctly, it may be necessary to
,_se character recognition. Ft_r any I:_nguage. we can compute the probability of any word
,conditioned upon the ,,v(_rct_
',i_at_..,.eoe
.... ' it. In the stgeech literature, this nouon is referred to as
:,ernteritv of the langua-e. '._,'e_rrm_se usin- this notion to evaiuate the probability of the first
.vorci in each potentmi cottt_Y_n_l t_xt '-:ven the last few words in a text coiumn under evaluation.
['he column of text w_th the iatghest conditional probability _s most iikely to be the one that follows
the column under evaluation. This metnc will likely be very usefu! when columns are broken
within sentences. For column,_ that break at paragraph boundaries, this measure may not be very.
reliable.
Directional Markers: In n'mnv cases the ambiguity in the read order is most pronounced when
:_rticles continue after :_ ,,',,_ _,( ._e,,'erai pages. (n such situations, phvsical proximity in the
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',ocument lma_e :_ not c,,rre_:_',.'-:',_tin r_aQc:rc_cr.• {mve,,'er, 'n SUChcases. _here:ire typical
:otauons Iusua_i,,' _ncontr:':..,,.._',
,,..... ,';Is}'"-,,,.,:
'"'-'"'"'.,,,,_.
.... a v, _ere :he .....
"'-'cle cannnues _l.e.. 'Continued on
"t,,,-" ' "Contlnuea ff_ ..........
'.','.... :_.-.o,;e ' ln_, _)Cr:'-...... ,"0" :ant :=e _eved to these
,,,. ;,qrases t_ P,elr_ t , .....,c..............................
..........................
_..... :o the r_ner,.,.
,.,,,,.,.
'.,naL,,,;lsot the [,.hie _t t :::c::: : _?:c::::::_:_" .::;,n_e:'.::;ol a:v, ' ,urna: c::n _ro,,,_ciea rich source of
::formation about :he lu,-: . ::-',:.::::re.
(_: ::'_a',:::orm't::on In tr,e artlCi¢.'-;, i)2_es ,,,,'herearticles start.
:he e:;tlmatea numoer or," .:c...: ::: ::,,._.....
.... c:e . a:,a omer "nformanon can r_eextractea from the TOC,
This _s a rich area of researc:" ::::_,:=:_.snot rece:vea much attennon in the cocument understanding
.:ommuni_,.
IV.2

REC()(;NITI()'_

ISSUES

Recognition systems take ',;:e first steos out or the :conic ann into a symbolic domain on the
eventual path to a represcntata_n _t the _nrormanon. Recogmtion systems tuseo in a very general
,;easel process the cieanea ur__mage in each zone as produced bv ttae preprocessing system. Zone
identifications (i.e.. :ext..:rnr_nlcs. nalflor_es) are usea to route eacta zone imaee to the appropriate
.et of algorithms. Current _:_)cument unoerstanain_ systems tvp_cailv convert text regions into
ASCII using opncai character recognition tOCR) tecnnlques, and store graphic- areas (such as line
drawings, halftones, and ,.:,raylevei photographs l as bitmapped regions. Conversion of line
drawings from their bitmap rasters to vector or object oriented descriptions is an active research
area tespecially in systems for engineering drawing analysis I. Identlficanon of significant objects
in photographs falls under :toebroad area of computer vision or image understanding research.
There are no commercial systems in which these elements are linked into an integrated process.
tn our proposed research efforts, we will focus on two key recognition issues: heterogeneous OUR
svstems made up of a collection of different OCR engines: and recognition of key setmati¢
eiements in graphical data. Clearly, many other issues and system elements have to exist to support
the research we propose tfor example, image compression techniques) and charaeteriNng anti
integrating these components will be one part of our activity in producing a testbed system.
However. we v,'iil focus our rcsearcn acnvities primarily on the two areas described above.
IV.2.1

Character

Ilecognition

Systems

Perhaps the most important hart of anv automated information recovery system is the OCR module
that converts text images illto ASCII code. Errors generated by OCR devices propagate to down
stream applications, such :is to information retrieval modules or to natural language translation
modules. Thus, the pertormance of the OCR device strongly affects the overall pert'ormanec of the
system. Thus, it is important to investigate methods to reduce OCR errors.
The performance of OCR devices in processine di,.zitized imatzes tans been studied by ISRI
iNartker94al. These results snow that one of the most dominant i_actors in OCR difficulty is the
quality of the page image. !triage enhancement technioues to imt_rove the uuaiitv nf the input image
._re proposed in t_,e t_rev_(_t_._
,,cction. In this section, we pro._ose t_ investigate error correction
_ecnn_ques which are b,_set:_,_ lne output text.
Characterization of OCR Devices
The comparative perform:lace of contemoorar_' t)CR .,;,,'stemshas been thoroutzhlv studied by ISRI
staff [Nartker94al.
Important researcn issues have been identified and discussed by Nartker,
INartker94bl.
At this time. however, no studies have been published which compare the
performance of OCR devices tn processing microform t_ased images.
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F;raafora and Nan.Ker sao,,,.<_::nat errors maae b'.' OCR devices are iaiahlv uncorreiated and that
:nanv errors can 0e correcteu :-v comDannu,:he output trom severaa different aevices [Braafordgl'l.
:qasea on this idea. Rice ',.'=,_',c:nenteaan automatea ,,'oun_ system umng several commercial OCR
_tevices. His system t_ene.":::ea approx_mateiy 50% fewer errors than the best device alone and
iemonstrated ttqeteasi6iiitv, ; the approach iRicev2l, in this imt_iementation, each device extually
conmbutect to the caaracter c."rorcorrectmn t_rocess. Fhe results suggest that me number of errova
,:an be turttaer reducect by ,,(_t_ngatgontnms which use a-priori knowledge about the individual
OCR systems. Proposed extensmns to he investigated are as follow_:
.

'.Veightea vot_n,_,:':tsecaon ce','_ce .':enorrnance - ,.otes :naae bv cievices that
m_e fewer errors _ et_n more.

2. Weighted voting l,ased (,n character confusions
- The conditional
probability ot a _iev_cema_,ing a r_articuiar confusion, such as 'e' becomes
'c', can be useci t_ wei,,ht the vote.
3. Voting with lexicons - .,:elect',,;did words generated by OCR devices.
Segmentation is a major performance bottleneck in many current OCR systems that employ the
conventional segment-then-classify approach. SRI is developing a novel approach that l)(_orms
recognition without first segmenting the text into characters. The approach starts by extracting
_ignificant geometric features from me input document image. Each feature then "votes" for the
character that could have generated that feature. Thus. even if some of the features are distorte,(t or
lost due to character touching or fragmentanon, the rema.ming features can still succesfully ide,ntify
,,hecharacter. Preliminary. exr)erimental results have shown that this is a vet3, promising aplrroach
that can augment and enhance ctmventzonai techniques.
We have also extended this research into the recognition of entire words. By describing key
(say in a large lexicon) as a collection of geometric features, the voting process described abovo
can be used to "vote" for entire words. This approch (called keyword spotting) can play a l_y rolo
in identifying important words in degaded text images where OCR in the conventional sense is not
possible.
(31obai

Correction

of OCR

I:.:-ors

\ domain specific coilect:_,:a ,,t documents contains v.ords in c:_mmon..',,n error correction
•cci_ntuue using this know_c_: '. t,ntatncu from a .,et or documents '.:.:ii be tr_,,'estl_ate¢l.See Section
iV.3.! tor aetatl.
Use of Domain Specific Lexicons
()ne factor in OCR diffictttt\ ts t_nusual wards in the input image [Jenkins9,4]...-ks described
earlier, manv OCR devices rclv on lexicons tdictionanes) to m,ake difficult decisions in their
character recognition nroces.,< l"cchnicat terms and proper names are usually not in the lexicon and
'-I

•nus are more aifficuit recoen_ze. ,.Ve p.rormsea to stuav the effects of domain specific lexicons
':_ine,,e
_ .,, mctionanes for " .._tarct:ea researcn complied _,.' _ne Desea Rese_cn lnsntute. The key
-2search :ssues are as ioiio_v,_.
.................
..' leasur e r,; ........

:,2," 7,,.';2_7[:Z7". ....

': .....

,:'D ,,, ..........
..........

• '.VltZ

=nO

',vltP, OUt

domain

_.:aec_ficiex,..'.:'
o:_.s
.2. Once a "--n,,.,,u_
_ <: ;'arac:e"';.. :_ecomes a word _n a lexicon, post processinR..
_gontnms cannot correct errors In the wora. Therefore. it is imnortant to
idennfv the ._est e,'_lnt :n a recognition process to appiy domain specific
lexicons. :,re p.roDose to compare the followln_ three noints: ,,he character
reco_mon stage, the voting stage, and the giobal correcuon stage.

1V.2.2

Graphic

Recot,,nition

Systems

-\s descnbea earlier, current ciocument understanding systems process graphical regions primarily
:_s a means to reduce storage requirements. Graphics regions are stoma as compressed bit'maps
using standard compression algorithms such as CCI'I'T group IV compression for binary data or
JPEG compression for image data. Cleariy, none of these methods allow end-user queries to deal
with graphics Ihere we use the term graphics to mean any kind of nontextual information) other
than noting the presence of graphics and accessing and displaying the graphics on demand.
As we have seen, researchers using the Antarctic database are likely to search the database using
four common "query. elements": who (did the published work), when (was the work done), wh(='c
(in the Antarctic region the work was done), and what (was the methodology used), The "who"
and "when" questions can typically be answered by reference to information in the text flow, The
"where" question is usually answerable by examining the text. However, examination of typioal
documents in the database show many occurrences of maps that elaborate on or specialize the
nformation in the text. The ,,vhat" question is of course lhe most dit'ficuit question and may need
,tnalysis of the text and _apnics taken together.
Thus, the primary, goal of graphics recognition is to produce a representation of the information
conveyed by the graphics to enable eventual access to documents and to their graphical
components.
Traditional indexing of m'aphics
In large scale image archives, images are manually coded according to a set of key words that
describe the image contents. For example, photo_aphs in commercial stock photo archives would
be annotated to indicate that the image consisted, say, of "an airnlane landing on a runway at
ni_,ht". Such annotations can be searched usin_ standard text-basea aueries or can be indexed into
:_database of keywords ana rctnevea using Boolean queries.
The limitation of this apprcmcn is cleariv the necessity to (a) manuaiiv encode the descriptors, and
,b) estimanng the descnpt_)rs that ena-users would find useful.
Use of Captions
Unlike pictures in a photo archive. ,,"a=h'
=,"_ _cs in pnnted documents are not standalone entities. There
is a rich source of relevant information available either in the text. or more readily, in the captions
associated with the graphic. Identification of captmns can simpiify the task of cataloging the
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_'tannic. In recent innovative ,ese_cn S,dhan iSrihan93] has aeveioDea a system that couples
::na_e understan(ain_ or the _.'_,Otlons_.-_:nea'tnne,,,,,sr_at0er",_noto_razns_. and imaee_ understanding_
"ace :dentlficanon)to ,.,.,.,,,...,.,.
.................
...,,.._..,..v;tn faces, t-_n.,a ..;_mnier..'.".'e:.':.cv,.vc)raanaivsis or deeper
.'mant_c anaivs)s ot ca_:io)-, ,.ou_d _-• ":>cato tiii _,:_cescnr, tors s'"iar _o the traditional manual
:eids.
'.)ue_' n,,, Image Conmn:
YeiblacK's _ouD at [BNI'._ " imaaen Research Center iRef needed] is deveioping yet another
mechanism for accessm_ i:::o,"manon in images. Called Query by Image Content (QBIC), their
,echnique uses a suite or im-,_e features that are extracted from images to describe the distribution
,)( coiors, intensities, c_,ges, and shades present in the image. For access purposes, users can
_upply crude shape descnntors, either c,,' reference to shape kevwords or by sketching outlines of
<hapes. QBIC executes inexact matches between _mage descnctor.s and query descriptors to
identify relevant imaees.
Proposed Research
rl_e approaches descntged ai',ove a)l have one drawnack when it comes to effective use in a digital
iibrary system: they do not allow queries that are based on information that is found scattered
between text and _aphic elements lalthougt_ the Srihari approach is in the right direction). To
illustrate this point consider a hypothetical situation where a particular environmental study is
conducted, say on atmospheric ozone. A paper describing the results may focus its descriptive text
in describing the methodology. However, the paper may contain a map showing measured
distribution of ozone. The map may contain names of cities or places. Later, a user may want to
extract all information pertaining to studies in a broad region. The only way to relate the paper to
the query would be to understand that some of the place names shown on the map overlap the
region of interest in the query.
Our proposed approach to this problem is a model-based one. We propose creating models for
various types of geographic information present in _aphic images and develop techniques to
extract relevant informanon. \Ve ,,viiiinvestigate tecnniques to drive the model-based recognition
using information founci in the text. The textual information will be extracted using natural
language understanding mechanisms, and will drive the selection and application of appropriate
models to the _aphics. Once the geographic problem is addressed, we may extend our interest to
other graphical elements.
..\ side effect of this approach is that we will be able to intimately link text and graphics that are
related. This leads naturally iato hypertext representations that are very important for browsing.
Section IV.4 discusses hypertext issues, and in particular, Section IV.4.2 discusses hyl)ea_xt
linking of text and graphical elements. The remainder of this section addresses the reseatela
particular to the image., models that must be created for analvzin-, graphics and to the issues of
structured text such as tables.
Linking text and _aphics
In developing the integratetl approacn, ,>,'ewiil initially reiv c_n ti_e structured nature of the
documents in the Antarctic database. In archival tecnnical papers, the kinds of _m'aphicimages that
are typically found are limited to line drawings, graphs and charts, and ha['ftone or graylevel
photographs. We will extend the category of graphics to include sr_atiallv formatted text such as
tables.
Models of Graphical elements
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.:.'..:nr:tmr, '::s o._pose(a ',o a slmDle OitmaD). NL-based filters will
:,e usea to idenufv key gr:tc:".,:<:e:7..entsc,",,necteain {_'awlngs by anai,,'zing the text that references
:he m'a,,ving. For examnm.
• :,,::_ callout sucn as "...:he pie chart shown in Figure..." can be a
cue that the referencea '.i.:'urc _:,;,'_slstsor ,,veciae-shaned ,,zrannics elements. The kev research
.._suesthat we propose to :,,,.:,:re.:-:s
_,-z"
I. The identification _,_,-..oflels that cover the range of nontext matenais in
documents or in:ere,,;t
2. The indexin_ or the motels based on extemai clues
" ....Feedback from '.!:c.............. m,,
o.... to t,uior the :ext ar,a_v_is
.....,
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infon'nation no[ a','atiabie[rom the accompanying text. Spectficaily we will
addressidennfic'atlon of place namesin map informanon, identification of
generic regions based on collections of place names, and idenufication of
symbology that represents geographic areas of interest such as elevations,
flora/fauna, and terrain.
5. The representation
modalities.

IV.3

POSTPR()(;ESSIN(;

ann fusion of the information

..\ND RETRIEVAL

in the two information

ISSUES

Once the processing stages of OCR ann m'aphic recognition are completed, additional processing is
required to render the documents useful for information remeval applications. Some common
information retrieval appiications are described below.
I. searching: lookine for a particular document, fact. name. etc.. which the
user has already identified: for example, finding articles related to a specific
topic.
2. routing: 7ret_roccsstng z":ormat_on _tems for the _umose or sending them to
appropriate i_>vztt
_(_n,_.
-._

browsing"
"av_,,',, In,_,,,_:_zout ncce:;samiv iooKinc,_for an,,'tnin_ _nwarncuiar
e .......
-- such as wi_en reading :_newspaper ormagazine, or tr'('ing (o ge't fam_iiar
with a new domatn.

4. clustering: grountng togemer similar items, such as tr3'inr, to organize large
information spaces (e.g., !ibrarv or mail archi,,'es) by topic. This can also be
used to determine the de,z,ree of similarity between items, such as articles.
'7

'.vhici__s one means or Hncnn_ re:area artlcies _Botoro_o93:
93: Hearst and P!auntv3 Lc,,v_v2 Z_se e: :'._.')3!.
.....

_te_,,

°'_, ._,,,

', _'_ .." 7RoI'I

....

_,...,,,a_,|_

u_i ..........
:nformanon.

,

[IRL_eSI."ZDIe

,,n,,

C_;tnn_ et a[.

,,._r,_,...,,,._..iourc_s.

.... ...........

or

lnated

':_>r,....soof exnosltion .... • ,:,::,cn_e ' ,._uc:;-':a:ca 'o _:cms ' ..no 2 in thiS section. Browsing,
'ustenn_. _a filtenn_ ::r: .:a:.,c,":nea::, _¢c:lon iV.J,.
7hese five funct'ons can :'_::.'_mt_inea for lnform,atlon access anci remevai numoses, but they can
.Iso 0e used tbr generauon ::no maintenance or hypertext links (Botofogo93j. Corpora used in full:ext information retrieval research has tractitionailv consisted of limited domains or small textual
items, but is now expanding,, to Include large or very large collecnons of text le.g., see [Cutting et
al. 93]). Issues that arise _ndealing wuh very large texts Include how to breag the text down into
manageable pieces (so as not to return a pointer to a whole book in response to a user's query
[Sahon93al), and how to derive structure from the text IFuller et al. 93' Kilpetaainen and Mannila
_)3: Schauble93]).
Thus, in order to support toe cies_red IR funcnonaiity, research is needed in several areas of
postprocessing su0portea bv a test system containing a large set of documents.
These
postprocessing methods range from error correction to informanon extraction. First, OCR errors
,.'an be corrected through the detecuon and use of _lobal information about the text. Second, the
effects of OCR translation errors on remeval musi" be accounted for (e.g., errors in acronyms or
proper nouns that cannot be corrected bv compamon with a dictionary,.) Third, the extraction of
structure can begin with the annotation of the document's structure using a markup language (e.g.,
to tag the author, abstract. ',itle, bibliographic references, etc.) Fourth, tools that can perform
deeper linguistic analyses can support more precise indexing of documents, improved query
analysis, and refinement of a set of documents selected based on a coarse index. Finally, although
we have mentioned the creation of hypertext/hypermedia links in conjunction with the recogl_ition
of graphics in text. research is also needed to automatically construct hypertext links to other
,iocuments, to support datana.sc searcn an(l remevat.
IV.3.1

(;Iobal

{'c_rrection

_;t' Recognition

Errors

Current OCR technologies utilize only local information to translate a single character shape to its
ASCII representation. But to recognize document pages commonly found in print, hun_ns
typically utilize global information about the page, the document, or the collection. We have
developed a set of postprocessing routines which utilize the homogeneous nature of documents and
collections, observations about OCR-generated text. and what we know about information retrieval
_vstems, to design a post-processing system to correct errors made bv OCR devices [Taghva93a]
and [Taghva94c].
The ._vstem uses correctly -_etled 's'_rds in the collection an0 approximate pattern matching
:echniclues to correct miss_c_iintzs founa in the ()CR text. The exniicit resmction of the lexicon
:_etr_salleviate some or the _roblems c_rammguttv found v,_tfl typtcai spell checkers. The system
_ses other giobal informatton to determtne correcttons that are not directly available to an OCR
device. It applies document information and a confusion mamx generated from the specific
collection to further reduce :tmbiguitv and select the correct character replacement for a misspelled
yard.
With the large volume ot OCR-generated text used in our experiments, we have been able to
i_lentlfv other discernible 'cxt qualities.
For example, in pnntea documents, end-of-line
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..,nnenauons are ¢:u_te:,,_mmnn. '" the _',ocumectwere ,,,anu,.,_i','inout. 'he typist would be
.,,,. .... :o remove [neSe ,=_r ._ loamn,.: ,.".tothe re.,':nevalsystem. -:nee an ,OCR device translates
•,:au:iv '.,.+nat
1son the uau_:,.::a-ut-iine nTpnenat'onscan conru,>: :,':',ostremevat systems, Thus,
:.c_tner::ncuon of a _ost-Pr,".c.c:;stnL
, ._v<,,,,-,,:s :o p.re."z.are
numut tux, :or remevai usability.
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.7, :'=re tuned the e_;stpr .... _n,.: • <:c..'".:,_ '._.,_rL.._:'.'antaeeous_v '.v_tht=e iR systems used in
..:c.::=cv exoenments cc:;,:::r2.1 ::" : r '_..:t,.,-_t_l:'a iTaanva'.)a,dl. :_each of these experiments.
ve t:rst com=arec_ the re,,"::: : ,"::n:,..... , :_eto[ u,e,''-'-"
..... dearest raw _)CR-,_enerated text to the
:orrea:ea text. _nun. v.e ::,_,e;,uu ,;.e aost-p.rocesstn._ system, and i," each set of tests, our system
_mt_rove(1
retnevm.
7his post-processingsv_,c::: an ne turtner aevetoDea. Currentiy. it oniv. cfiscoversmisspellings
,vnich are one edit distance wav from a lexicon term. We have found that more errors can be
,tiscovered and corrected :iwe _ncrease this edit distance. Another function that we would like to
incomorate is the discovery <_tinserted or deleted spaces, two of the most common errors made by
<)CR devices [Rice_)3]. We a:so have plans to use aciditionai contextual information for OCR
correction. Further. the svstem can be tuned to work beneficially with the IR system selected for
'he kntarcnc collection.

IV.3.2

Effect of Recc_nition

Errors

on Retrieval

An imponant, question when retnevzn_ _nformation from OCR _enerated text is: "What is the
effect of OCR translation errors on retne,, at. We have conducted several experiments designed to
evaluate this effect. The results of these experiments have been presented in the following papers
[Taghva94b], [Croft941, and [Taghva94dl.
•

v e

_+_t!

The most common use of electronic text documents is in full-text retrieval applications, Th¢_
applications usually employ an information retrieval system. The papers cited present the ¢ff_ta
which OCR text, or in the case of [Croft94], simulated OCR text, have on two ditTetcnt IR
models.
In ITaghva94b], two databases were created: a coilecnon of 204 documents lapproximately 9300
pages_ of OCR-generated text and its corresponding 99.8% corrected version. These collections
were loaded into a Boolean iogic inverted file-based retrieval system..* set of seventy-one queries
pertaining to the document collection were run against each database and the results evaluated, We
tbund there was very little ciifference between the retrieved results from these two databases,
As we have noted, creating an OCR-generated collection is, in itself, a difficult task. This same
kind of experiment would not be practical on collections the IR community considers large. With
this in mind, the joint work between the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and ISRI
ICroft94] was proposed to determine the level of degradation that would affect larger collections.
These experiments degrade :t set of standard [R collections with the kinds of errors OCR devices
typically make. The stansttcs ,t_ptied to eacn collecnon retlecteri the e:-rors that would be generated
!_v ()CR devices with aver:tee accuracv rates of 96.4% and q'r.2%. The results from this
,imuiation support t_ose :c,
tlr_(l
in {T:tghva')4hl.
( )ur most recent experiment cv:tiuaung the effects ot OCR accuracy on retrieval used an expanded
_locument collecuon ((_74 _tocuments}, three OCR devices at _raded accuracy levels, and the
probabilistic IR model. INC)UERY, to evaluate the effects of (3CR error [Taghva94d]. Ag_n.
average recall and precision resuits showed little difference between the OCR collections and the
corrected set. With a probabilistic model though we found certain characteristics of OCR text
caused unstable results. In tTaghva94bl, we showed that for a simple Boolean system, the
_wohlems caused bv OCR c:'ror could be overcome by redunaancv in the document text: but this
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=ore comorenenslve ._,<,-,o
.......... :_e..'=onstra:eathat :1:,;"_'etP, moae_ ,,,,_,o_o,_more sophisticate,_ by
•:In_ ,.vnra freauenc:es In ,.,n ..........
,,,,,,, :nrmatmn. t)CR ,<:xtmav not ee c_maletet,,' refiable.
.Ve propose to ut_iize :::e ..nta:'c.... ,::'.:abase :c) conauct aaaitiona_ '.,.ark on the effects of OCR
:.'Tarc>nremevai. '.7:e ,:',:<;::::;vc ,=:::are,'-':this aocument coliec::on can :,-,,axe::nforeseen qualities
:oarent. =,
......
..,, _:,,,,o,_.(_t ()CR c:'rnr c>,n.what we call.
neclai recognizer,,; . ::c,,:;;:;::':,_,:n:=ers 1,cluae :,,:on conceets as acronyms, proper nouns.
:ates. aria numencai _.,,
'.....
.... ".,. "::'.,."-....cn :IX'<free:ca our a:tentton :o memoas for detecting and
_orrecung mese saec:-: :,.r:::' " :..:cans_cierauons are :maortant since specmi recognizers often
..apear in database _:ae.'-:.". .:_:;::.""a'iV. :hey are cifficult to correc: :_ince tnev are not usually
nuna in dictionaries.

IV.3.3

.'_ppruximate

5trintt

.\latchina

Fintiing all occurrences ota pattern _aa document is an essential problem in intbrmation retrieval.
Computer Science literature is full of clever routines such as the Knuth-Moms-Pratt algorithm for
- tring searching. Since _)CR -.__ner,,,.a
.,,....
text contmns errors, the task of exact match searching must
,e rentacexl by approximate ::::ltcnin'_":ecnnmues like iWu91] or Ikanaau_6]...ks part of the
-,ronosed project, we pronn,<c_ _nvest_,4atewith respect to approximate stung-matching:
1. Approximate ,;Inn.- matcning with respect to OCR errors. These errors are
naturatlv different Irom traditional spetling errors caused by keyboard
arrangement. In pamcuiar, we propose to develop techniques to ictentify
and correct errors of eait distance greater than I. [Chen93bl at SRI has
developed techniques that characterize OCR output (in terms of a
probabilistic confusion mamx) and have developed techniques to measure
the "distance" between words in OCR output and words in a lexicon.
2. There are a variety of IR systems with fuzzy matching capabilities. We
propose to investigate the performance of these systems with respect to
OCR errors.
3. We propose to examine the effects of OCR error on traditional extraction
techniques for <Decca[recognizers.
1V.3.4

Automatic

_larkup

flw Retrieval

Traditional text retrieval systems view a document as a sequence of words and ignore the
document's structure. With this view, one can search for documents containing an individual's
name. but cannot locate a document written bv a particular author, even though this information is
:wailable in the document..qimilartv, nne cannot easily find ,.,,'hatan acronvm stands for within a
_locument. what r_'apers .::c :crerenzeci bv a document, or what ',vnrds are emphasized in a
:ocument even though r',,.,ttay!,'apers ;n the literature j SaltonTl] point out that exploitation of a
.iocuments structure :.'-::nrnx__..,
re'caii ::nO nrecision..',.!so, most c,_.mmerciai and experimental IR
.vstems require s_me ,,)rt ,,_ i_cacer ':_rormat_on. For cxamtgte. FREC -equires all of its
,'._uments to contain 5G:_ll.-',_ke ::_,.'s _o that structured information c:m be identified by systems
.nvolved in these cxperl;ncr_ts. .\n ¢xampie document from the TREC database follows
IHarmon93].

2(]

,:Dec>
.DOCtlQ> WSJ880406-C:090- OQC_O>
HL>AT&T Unveils Ser,/_ces "- :Jocr_e _-_'_ne ,_:etv,,cr:<sUnder G[ooal
P!an<,HL>
-AUTHOR>Janet Guvcn ",'ISJ ._,a_T
-' ' < AUTHOR>
.:DATELINE>NEW YORK< C,ATEL!,_E.:•
.:TEXT>
American Telephone ._ - -teera_n
Co. _ntrccucea ,_',e first of a new generation of
....
3none cervices w_th orc2u ',...... c_t,cns ;or c,.mo_,ter and communxcations equipment
markets.
AT&T said it is tP,e Tirst natJona__ong-aistance carner to announce prices for specific
services under a worla-wlae s,tanaarc:;Izatlon oian to ut3graae pnone networks. By
announcing commercxal serwces under the Dtan. which the industry calls the
Integraled Servmes Digztat Network,, AT&T will influence evolving communications
standards to its advantage, consultants said. just as International Business Machines
Cord. has createa de facto ccmouter standards favoring ItS Droaucts.
</TEXT>
</DEC>

The items tagged ('title, author, etc. 1can be considered structured information that is contained in
the text but that cannot be identified by the current state of the art IR systems. Generally, these
items of information are extracted from the documents and entered into the database manually.
Subsequently, this bibliographic information is used by routines like the "SELECT" function of
STAIRS [SSS85] in response to structured queries.
Another reason to tag the document is increased document len_h. Most historical IR experiments
have been run agaznst small collections of short documents, i.e., the Cranfield collection
!Clcvendon62], the NPL coilecuon ISparck], or the CACti collection [Fox83]. The TREC
Conference was designed to evaluate the performance of IR systems against more realisticallysized collections [Harman931. With this availability of test collections of longer document& the
issue of "passage retnevar' [Salton93b] becomes important. Tagging can mark chapters, sections,
and paragraphs. This kind of research would be valuable to projects associated with the digital
libraries.
In addition to the bibliographic requirements and passage retrieval, there are also indexing
techniques that give higher weights to words based on their position in the document. For
example, words found in the title, abstract, or conclusion are given hi_her weight, since they are
more likely to represent the document content..',1ost IR related research on structured data either
presupposes the markur_ is in place or assumes adding it to the text is an easy task. For
reasonable-sized documents rrnm a :airlv large coilection, this task is prohibitive.
\re propose to deveiou ai,.z'orsthmsand routines to automaticatlv mark-up electronically recognized
,locuments. We pian to use Ihe document s ph,','sicai structure, the document's text, and an SGML
_toctzment type definition _DTD/ to produce a tagged document marking important logical
nformation. These routines _viJlbe ',ested and evaiuated on a subset or the Antarctic literature.
The IR community has realized that document representation must _o beyond a simple list of nonstop words. Document ._tmcture should be preserved and manipulated by the text retrieval system
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,_cumen: :ext. " must ..... ; ,_. ,_ie :,_ t?:_:;c_..c :, .:ocumcnt :3 'F, vs1cal ;',q_, logical structure.
:::nner. ice uuer,' ',aneu ........ ,r ::,c,q :: ....
',"<:eramust ::ave .......
=.... ."".,e ....
...."'_";;..,,,ticsto iaandle both
ocumen: content scare.:::_' :_.::a::,;,'-uc:u:'e,,=acrstanaln_. .\t t=e ,:.:me tlme. the query language
:aouid be Engiish-iike ,,,._tr,ms:e .v,'nmx ::,a semanctcs. We be::::','e a natural language interface
,,,'ith a Dowertui logic cuerv '.:n_ua:e ,::on ::._Datatog iUllman_91, ',,,_ll Frovide a reasonable
•oiution..-ks a part or t!::s ::."or:osal.._sues associate, with 'r,e 'ntegrauon of IR, database
manaaement systems ana _:,,:zr,,lanauaaes w_iibe investigated.
IV.4

BROWSIN(;

\ND

I)ISCOVERY

ISSUES

Fo gain t_e most aavanta,,:,,:"',tom :_aigitai DLI archive, users s_ouid be aDle to approach it in
,everal ways. They shoum ire able to extract summaries or articies, query, the archive in natural
language form. search for and access a particular piece of information, browse the documents in
,_nvorder, and navigate throu,.zh the intormatmn towarcis some iil-st_eclfied _zoal. The first two of
:nese capabilities are :'ddre::sea in the ._;ecuon on FASTUS _Sect_on IV.4.1). The latter two
,:a.Dabilitieswill be proviaed by nypermeciia iinks anci an information catalog, which are discussed
in Sections IV.4.2 and IV.4.3. resDecuvelv.

IV.4.1
IV.4.1°I

Natural

Languat_e

FASTIJS

Processing

Background

FASTUS is a (slightly permuted) acronym for Finite State Automaton Text Understanding System.
It is a system for extracting information from free text in English. and potentially other languages
as well, for entry into a database, and potentially for other applications. It works essentially as a
set of cascaded, non deterministic finite state automata [Hobbs et al.. 92: Appelt et al., 93].
FASTUS has been very effective in evatuauons of text-understanaing systems. On the MUC-4
evaluation in June 1_J92. out of sixteen participating systems, only one system performed
,,ignificandv better than F.,\STUS. and it had been under development for over five years, in
contrast to FASTUS which had been under development for five months.
Moreover. FASTUS is an order of magnitude faster than any other comparable system. In the
MUC-4 evaluation [Sundheim921 it was able to process the entire test set of 100 messages,
ranging from a third of a page to two pages in length, in 11.8 minutes of CPU time on a Sun
SPARC-2 processor. The elapsed real time was 15.9 minutes. In more concrete terms, FASTUS
can read 2,375 words per minute. It can analyze one text in an average of 9.6 seconds. This
translates into 9,000 texts per day.
['his fast run time translates _irectt,,' into fast development time. ":'ASTUS became operational on
\lay :_. 1992. and we (lid ',,, -':n on a set or" messages that we had r,ot traineci on. obtaining a score
,t ,{recall and 42 _zrec_sion ' : that point ,.:e _egan to truth the system on 1_00 deveiopment texts,
._ddin,,_.patterns ana (loin,,.. .:'enoaic r'_ns on the fair test to monitor our progress... This effort
cuiminated three anci a half ',_ceKs later on June I in a score ot 44 recall and 57 precision. (Recall
is percent of the possible answers the system got correct: Precision is percent of the system's
_nswers that ,.,,'erecorrect. _ Thus. _nless than a month, recall went up 36 points and precision 15
points.
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IV,4.1.2

The -trtlcture

())lhe

FASTUS

System

7he FASTUS system ',., -:,r,,,ctenzea by. rive izveis of processing.. The first four levels operate
,,'_thin tne _ounos or a :>,,n::::,.'ntence. _e iast lc,,'ei spans sentences.
_:ompiex Woros: Pais Drocc,.;s_ngstep _nciudes the recogmtion of muithvoms, proper names, and
;,oss_ble proper names, iocatmns, dates, t_mes ann otner basic ennties.
Basic Phrases: Sentences are segmented into noun groups, verb _oups. and particles. The full
comolexitv of Engiish noun grouos anci verb groups is recognize{i. Preposmons. conjunctions.
,:ha reiative pronouns are a'so recogmzec:.
Complex Phrases: Complex noun _out_s and complex verb m'oups that can be recognized reliably
,_n the basis of domain-independent syntactic information, are idenntied.
Domain Patterns: The sequence of phrases produced at Level 3 is scanned for patterns of inm'_st.
and when they are found. ,semantic structures are built that encode the information about ratifies
and incidents contained in the pattern. The three criteria that are taken into account in determining
whether two structures can be merged are the internal structure of the noun groups, neamoss along
some metric, and the consistency, or more generally, the compatibility of the two struet'ut_.
Merging Incidents: Semantic structures from different parts of the text are merged if they provide
information about the same entity or incident.
ks FASTL'S pro m'esses _nrough these five levels, larger and larger segments of text are analyzed
,_n_structureci.
This decomposition of the natural-language problem into levels is essential to the approach. Many
_vstems have been built to do pattern matching on stnngs of words. One of the crucial innovations
in our approach has been dividing that process into separate levels for recognizing p_
and
recognizing patterns. Phrases can be recognized reliably with purely syntactic information, and
they provide precisely the elements that are required for stating the patterns of interest.
IV.4.1.3

Usin_

FASTUS

in Document

Detection

it is impracncal to resnomi ,,o'an ad hoc uuerv bv applying tr,,etechnmues of information extraction
.o everv Oocument _n averv i._rEecollect:on, l{owever, there are ',hree :u'eas where information
,.'<tractiontecnnoio_zv can ,..t,,n_oncictect'c)n: ca) indexin_ documen:s Defore mev _Lrearchived, (b)
:ucrv constructlon anra , ; .... 'nin- the Dreclslon ot the too n documents
Each of these is discussed in tt_rnin the next three sections.
_a) INDEXING DOCUXlENTS

'_.3

,Vhen

{1ocuments
are ", .....................
........ ,"'
"""' .............. _cx ....
""" is _ an a:_ronnate
v,mnt to apply natural
......
"""a"e,. analysis tu......
...........t.... >,',
. t.......
........ -, ,:.:....
....... ' ne ' :'e :',nncxnat p,attems of interest mev ex iaibit.

::'_ i. I'F},OSt ODVIOI.1S",
7:::: : ," -;:C)'VD P,"ntl,c:,
.',2!1,'1_2tI ,.,',' _'.",_l-user
re:;earchers usingthe
;);,ec::c_n of data.
.,<:::......, 2 .,,, ::,:-..,::,,:v--:e:: .->:c:'e:::.:eu.. :_strau: :emDlate typesand
..._oc:;::easets atp.::::e."r
....................
.;
, .,,,., ,, '.vcnlld'-_",'.In against the text,
.:m t,;r ever",' match. '..,,.
.... :::'rrc, pna:e ,,,-..,-e,..,,..,.,
",','<')tlt{],",......,,Otllietl.
i.3Ut illll2UlStlC_ anaivsis at indexing
•:me .,;aoutd aaso _mr_rov,,':;: :::!c:,.'.":::v ::ncl a ........
..... -,,on ot a_ hoc uuenes, a;' allowing more fine-ralnea indices.
+

Natural language anaiv<:, -" _naextn= atlow_ a range of natterns to be identified and to serve as
:naices to the document_. " \STL'S can aid in lndexmg at tile pnrase ievei, at the level of domain
:_atterns. and at the aiscour:e :ever or"mermnu ennties.
['he phrase-level analysts ,,_ F.,\STL'S enaDtes the recognluon and normaiization of the names of
,_rganizations. persons, prouu_:ts, iocauons, and so on. so that documents can be indexed on these.
More sophisticated technmucs are possible as well. It mav be that head nounsof nounphrasesLm
'+etter ;ndicators of rele,,,',_nce:,nan ,,ross in _ener:u. t: may r_ethat subiec',s of sentences am better
.ndicators. Prevmus cxnertments nave shown that umng sequences or nouns as keys improves
_erformance. It may i_ethat tile use of full noun _oups, that is, the noun phrase up through the
,head noun, improves pertormance even more. These hypotheses suggest experiments that can be
,:onducted using only the phrasal analysis of FASTL'S. requmng no knowledge of the domain.
_lthough all the domain patterns required by ad hoe queries cannot be anticipated, it is likely that
_here are broad areas or commonality that can be exploited. This possibility will be investign_l by
examining the 150 avmlable TREC {epic descriptions to determine the generalizations they exhibit,
encoding them into finite-.,tate patterns and using them in document detection. Patterns that are
found to be especially el fectp.'e cainthen be searched for whenever a text is received and i_(_l.
The importanceof a conceptin a document is generally related to the frequency with which the
concept is referenced. However, the references can become quite spare with the use of anaphoric
Jevices. An article about sanctions against South Africa migilt contain the whole phrasejust once,
.tnd subsequently refer to them by "sanctions' or ",he measures' or even "them'. To the extent
'hat we can resolve these references usinR the techniques for merging entities in FASTUS, we will
have a much better measure of the cen_trality of a concept in a document. Concepts that am
referenced more will be given greater weight as indices. This technique can be used both in
indexing and in precision refinement.
To summarize,we will penbrm the following experiments:
We ,.viii determine whether detection is improved by searching on full noun groups, weighting
head nouns more heavily• and weighting subjects more heavily.
We ,,,.'illdetermine _o what extent a hierarchy of common. ,_'enerai patterns is exhibited in TREC
.ind TREC-Iike tOpiC descnpttons and whether mdexing on these tmt_roves detection.
We ,.:_ildetermine ,,vnether '._e,,.:,htin,2,.',_,ncentsnx. _ne numner or references a document makes to
:hem. having resotvec_core:create. :mnroves detecnon.
,b) QUERY CONSTRUCTION
There is much that lingu=stic an;tlvsis can do to improve queries. Currently, detection methods use
only co-occurrence informatmn about words, but these co-occurrences can often be accidental, in
9,tot.accidental co-occurrences may he the source or"many of the false positives ,n detection.
.
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.,,,. ....',',,:.n _e ,"an el ',he _::,cr'.' _,".at_._use0 in the initial
eme'.'ai from the full _,_...........
' ............ - :aCC::_n. >_her',','_se, :aev •an De useo in repriontizing the
:eme:'ea documents.
Lin%naisticanalvsis may :_i..,o.-: ':>:co:o ois,Tngmsia between the s;gnificant concerns in a query, and
:he c,oncet)ts mat are not pc..-,.._;'_ltc::,:veor r.'levance. For exam_ie, m the TREC topic
>>A reie,.',_nt,'_,-um,..-nt'a'_ildescribe counmes supplying Japan
with at.,ncu:,urat
," : .. ana wli[ specify the quanuties.<<
_
,,,oouc,s
we should not search on the '.v,')rd_'relevant' and "document"..\
more interesting problem is
:_resented bv ti_e worn ",i_ec::'.
."'.e ieast we ;v_il want to do ts to downgracie the weight on this
•erm or eliminate _t enure_v..','e :.'c_,.z,
nt refer 'o words like counmes . .,upptying, and "Iapan"
._scontent words ano woros like ,!,:scn_e " ana "specif,,," as charactenzauon words. The latt¢_r
characterize relevant documents ramer than indicate their content. In our research. ,,vewill examine
the structure of the TREC tome descnDtions to determine how content and characterization words
_nost commonly occur.
Characterization words like :_pecit'y" and "identlfy" present a more difficult problem, however.
How can we determine automatscailv whether a document specifies or identifies an entity? What
counts as an identification or a specification .) In general, this is a very. hard problem and we c,a_ot
hope to solve it within the scope of this project. However, it is likely that them are maaytyp_ of
entities for which we can define what counts as a specification.
Quantities are on(=ofthem,
"I0,000 metric tons" is a specification while "a lot" is not, Where entities have names° as with
countries and companies, the names count as identifications.
However. if relevant documents
:nust '<pecify the means ,,)' debt restructunng',
it is not obvious what would count as a
<pec_fication. In our research we w_ilattempt to identify as many cases as possible where a pmcis¢=
definition of "specification' can be 0erased.
(c) PRECISION REFINEMENT
Linguistic analysis cannot be applied to every, document in the collection every dm¢ a new query is
formulated. The FASTUS system provides very fast natural language processing, but not that
fast. But if the detection component first narrows the document set down to a thousand or so
ranked documentsthat are highly likely to be relevant, then FASTUS can be applied to each of
thesedocuments,in rankorder,andtheset can bereprioritized on the basisof thisdeeperanalysis.
.\n exoenment performed in connec::on with _IUC-J,' indicates that this couid be very effective
!l..ew_s92]. The texts in the .\IUC--: comus were _ounci by doine a kevword search in the much
':trger FBIS corpus, and the result )c>rone test set ITST4") _;easa set or documents, or which about
<5 ,,,..ererelevant. The _iI.:C ' <,,'stems ,.,.ere consideren merely as detection systems, not as
:xtracuon systems, anci a m_cument '.,,'asconsidereci reievant if the system found an incident. The
pertormance of FASTUS ()u _his test was typical of the most effective MUC-a systems. It
achieved a recall on TSTa (-,t93 anti a precision of g2. a substantial improvement over keyword
,earct_.
Repnoritizing can be done usin_z FASTUS. If domain-dependent patterns have already been
,levetoped for this topic. ',hev c',m be run against the remeveci documents, and reprioritization
_g
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To con(auct this investtg".'-::,_.._e ,.vtil u}_oose a number of cuenes :'or which roughly equal
:',umbers of relevant a.ncttr::e:cv:mtdocuments are among me nigia-rarming documents returned by a
;,eyworci detection system. :: a iater s:age of t_,e research we ,,vlil aiso look at queries for which
:he oetection component ,..::vesvery poor resuits, to determine how the system could be improved
,m these queries. ',Ve ,.viii c::amlne the nigh-ram<ing relevant anct irrelevant documents and the
low-ranKing relevant oocu,ments to ctete."m_ne'.,.'natpatterns couid have resulted in a more nea.rly
_'orrect ranking. We :v_il determine :,,'hat generatizanons over these patterns are appropriate, and
either how they could be constructed automatically at query, time or how they could haw been
.:onstructed conveniently bv ::_eu,,er. :'ern:ms us_ne a iibrarv of t_atterns.
\preiimmary examinatmn (_rtills data suggests mat the primary.' reason for high-ranking irrelevant
documents is that reievant events or relattonsnit_s are embedded in modal or episternic ol_nttors
:hat make them irrelevant. For example, if the topic is government retaliation against terrorists,
_hen among the sentences that do but shouid not tugger retrieval are the following:
The U.S.
The U.S.
The U.S.
The U.S.
The U.S.

will not retaliate against terrorists.
should retaliate against terrorists.
must decree whether it will retaliate a-.e.ainst terrorists.
has plans for retaliating against terror_sts.
is discussing how to retaliate against terrorists.

If this generalization holds up on further investigation, then retrieval may be made much more
precise by searching for these c_mtexts around the key concepts anci tiltenng these matches out.
IV.4.2

Hypertext

The following list shows the desirable characteristics of an information database that make it a
,goodcandidate to be represented in hypertext format. We believe the polar Antarctic databue and
its intended use fits this list.
•

The textual/multimedia inlormation already exists, either in computerized or
computerizable format. We have already seen that the complete knowledge
base exists as natcrot'orrn documents and is available for conversion.

•

Users will beneti: from non-linear access to data..-ks described in Section
II. researcher '>.,-_uidlike 'o browse through the cata. pulling together
information tram _isparate documents in the coilectton to develop a
compomte _tcture or the knowledge mat is encoded in the corpus.

•

Without restructttrtn,.,, the _resent information system is computationally
unwieldy tn size .':m/or compiex_ty. The corpus consists of approximately
40,000 documents, with each averaging 25 pages. This is an unwieldy
structure for users to navigate.
.'6

[%r tne ma!onty or hypertext .,;,.stems tnat nave been ue,,,etoDe(a, ti_ecreauon anci maintenance of
•inks i_ave 0een performed ,,'-.:xnua_iv::::',s ts a tedious, i,,bor-tntens_ve, anti error-Drone procedure.
_,ec::use of this character".'.:',,: ;'.::_"ac.,_.,;:.
"-J",n tne r'::n r_)i_!,'pertext _roDone:,,'s to extend the node. ::K moaei to inctuae ,,+.:-'.<,'.'.
, . ..........
....
,..- :,ha _ .....
_:.,,current research ,:,
"'" o ,_".
" maidna_ Sig nificam
"rc_cregs tn me autom:,,:'.c.:_, : ::-_<::::::::-::_. i." ::::_ .c._:_cc,,.::','De_ext t',as ,'anefitea from recent
;cvcioDrnel'its
Ill ll'IIOITrla',tOtl
"+",_C";_
::tl ""*
+;+';'" i:_ te_t_zence
'
•
. ......
,,,_t,,,,t
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.... ,,'3OIO_,leS
.
+ have r,..,' ......
........ ,e. +;,,_,',,,'',...,,,,.,,.,,..;an
faster creation ot links, and in more
:ntetligent anti suouer ,,,,e,,.rc'.:t::on <at.... ,tonsnlDs _et,,vcen nodes.
•

+

We ,,rill research the :_suc._ ':_,,'otveo in deveioping hypenext links automatically from OCRgenerated databases bv (lc,,.etODlnita rese_cn prototype of a system that su.Dpons the development
and testing of different :ink creation atgonthms. We expect that users will have to be involved in
venfying the Linkcreanon. _o the prototype will involve user interface development. The research
prototype will be deve_or_eo in four s'e_s" performing requirements analysis and knowledge
.requisition: deriving me taxonomy: .,:eiectmg and/or adapung an existing atgorithm for automatic
.:reatton of links: ann de,,,eior_tn,j a prototyptcaI GUI for use with the system.
Because of the high overne:m in creating manual hypenext links, current h.vpenext efforts today are
.letted to corpora sucn as enc','cior_ealas that are updated relatively infrequently. Since our resea_h
_sdirected towams the aurora:me creauon of hvpenext links, we ,,Jill have the aoility to aunt
the
collection by adding new documents that will be linked into the existing hypenext information.
For all of the application-oriented issues described te.g., query, formulation, hypenext usage, and
database catalogsj, we will be best able to serve the needs of the users by determining their needs
in accessing the polar Antarctic database. We can determine, for example, the follo_ng: (1) what
functions need to be supported fe.g., full text retrieval, creation of personalized hypermedia links;
previewing of image data. ere.l: t2) what. if any, performance parameters the users feel should be
met: (3) what types of links would be most useful, how they should be depicted, what _tions
should occur when a user traverses a link: and (4) degree of granularity to be supported by
and catalog; for example, should the base unit be an article, paragraph, sentence, word, or
something completely context-dependent. )
Once we have determinec_ what needs the users have. we can deveiop a taxonomy of link types to
support the Linkcreation. We ,.viiianalyze the types of postprocessing discussed previously (e.g.,
tagging of the document, natural language analysis, graphic recognition) to determine what
information they can provide in link creation, then review available algorithms for link creation to
determine their applicability. (Most of the current algorithms are in the research stage.) We will
study several algorithms and acquire one or more. which we will adapt to our domain, COrl)t_ and
application.
Finally, to facilitate testing of the created links with users, we will provide a prototypical gtal)hio, l
user interface (GUI) for navigating the document database. To the extent possible, the GUI
developed here will mesh with that developed for the data catalog tsee next section). At this time,
we cannot theorize too much about the uetmis ot the GUI. since certain characteristics of it will
:necessarily depend on _ucn t'.tctors as the target platform, available GUI tools for the platform,
results of the requirements :_naivsis, etc. However. there ::re certain well-defined cycles in the
:_ormal course of deve,onme::: <,t:anv ¢3UI. Ftmse ,nciude:
.

developing '.t ,torvnoard
accomplish their goals

to understand the process by which users will

•

showing the storv_oard to prospective users to get their feedback

,

revising the .'qton'noard per this feedback
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C..' "._',_i ?';2 ::nnortant :o ,ink togemer :.".etext aria the graphics. For
•xamnie, figure cagouts :" :::e :2xt ,:ave :oDe iinkect to the figures tnemseives to allow the storage
-,,'stem to efficiently ,,r,2:x:?tzc'ae :nformatton anci _erm_t the user toeasily access related
:nformatlon that is ciescn,"c_: ::"_om :ext and,grapnics :orm. T_,,eontv stgmficant effort in linking
_ext and m'aphics that has oeen repot'tea in the literature has been Dv Srihan [Srihari93] in which
•apuons in newspaper _not(_,_,raDns_ere :nterpretea to _denut'v the nature of the piaotograph.
:_ tne

We propose to study the ::;sue ot automaticallv linking text and graphics fields in a mixed
document to create a hyper',ext re,":resentatmn. _,VeFro,rose to cteveiot3 filters that can rapidly
dennfv key concet_ts
,_:
'::c:_xt:,-_
enablelinking,
and to devetoutechntoues
for linking
,,nformauon
cxtractcta
fromthetext
withcorresponding
reformation
available
ingraphic
imagesin
thesamedocument.
We propose using, extencilng anci applying SRI's FASTL'S technoiogy as filters to extract
information that describes or othetavtse relates to the :,aphm elements tn the document. Typical
candidates are text such as picture cautions: phrases such as '...as shown in Figure..."; and spatial
and relational words such as ...on the top left corner of Figure .... " The key research issues that
we propose to address are :Is follows.
(TT

"

'

'

1. The identification of common phrases and structures that are used to
describe pictures and graphics in any given corpus
2. The effect of o:trttai recover;' of kev phrases on the usefulness of the
resulting links
3. The ability to construct filters for text in a new domain in an automatic or
semiautomauc manner.

IV.4.3

Building

an Information

Catalog

Scientists doing research will want to create their own set of relevant articles from the complete
archive. Our objective in this task is to perform research to support that goal by examining seazeh
and retrieval operations on the database tcontaining, at this point, text and scanned images, graphs.
_:tc.) that will permit indivi(iu:ti users to customize ;t to their own uses. Our main focusisto
__xaminethe utilitv of creat_n,.2,and mmntmnin_ a locat cache for remevea data that can be used as an
,,n-line reference base mr texture accesses.
First. we wiil build an ot_iect model to support storage and remevai of the source documents, using
a standard approach to object modeling ,such as described in [Rumbaugh et ai. 1991; Shlaer and
Mellor 19gg]). Then. the preprocessed documents will be compiled into an object-oriented
database (OODB). In an OODB. the database objects have various properties including classes,
class hierarchies, inhertumce, encapsulation, object id. and interobject links [Cardenu and
McLeod90: Catell91]. To manage the database, we will purchase an off-the-shelf database
management system (DB,ISI. :;uch :_s Versant s Object Database. Objectivity's O/DB. ITASCA's

,oiect aataoase, or Se_'_o _ _._E:_ISTO.XE. Z"e DBSIS _,.,ii neeu to support uersxstent storage,
:_ncu,'T,_.".ce controi. ;_r,or_ .... :1 :. .-.z "ra,nsa""ons. .ocarlon ::'aP,SD,"d'e,",Cv.aria
object migration.
..,-non,',
c:ner features iJ_._c2n_:.......
...
_'"/__,o,,,:.
' .... aza 51aier ,"_] '.Ve '.,._t u:,_:
= ,,_,
,,e DB_IS to define the
_xru,,,,.n, oi_iects, sa'uc:_:rz,

,,ha e7__.',,.

....

:, II_. :;if.X[ SL.21ze. we ,.viii £j'.l-c
..:i _':(:cy, ' '._.':Lk,T ",_ 3. _i3.IiaD_se
Gic_,,'grl.'lr','l
[o _naicate information
.:_out each file in tne _:a:::aa:,_:. .Jn ' , cat:on, ource. :or'mat. :._eaia tvpe. iength, size.
.reate/moaifv hates. :.,_a -':ate:: ,-'.".v_ra._. 7he 'ndex '.v_il >:er_,ea_ a reference point for a
,row,_er. v.,nich researc._zr:.: ..... ' :o _,>ca:e'._formauon of interest _o them. It will provide an
:nterrace for the users, ana '.,._ti L,.:.o,,vtnem to search, query, access, and remeve the contents of
:he polar Antarctic arcnive. :!;e ,-r,oaei of the c,atabase will reflect the aatat_ase schema, with respect
'o how the items in the aataDase "-'ate to one anomer _e - hierarcnicaiiv). The results, or "hits,"
,_f a search can be presentea to tr,e user as iconic objects through a graphical user interface
, teveiopea for the purpose t)[ this acpttcanon.

We ,,viii use the commerc_ai database s fourth generation language t4GL: e.g., SQL), host
language interface, or v,sual tooikit to develop query, semantics that will allow searching and
:,rowsing _ased upon onict:: :,_n_:c::. relations, or types. We ,.v,II :flso _mnlement a set of simple
:,panitities mat w_il allow tt>.cr._;
Zo._:nr_te '.....
,__. aata types.
-\ user ',viii access the database ana nerform a search bv issuina a natural lanuuaue or 4GL query.
The quer3.' is translated and Dortea {o the document D13MS. where they are-mat'ched against the
index for each entry. The n:_me. 'j. ana otner select information for each matching article is
displayed as fields of an entry in the "catalog'on the user's desktop. Each image, chart, or map
associated with each article is displayed as an icon for that article's entry. Icons are shown in their
relation to one another: items that are sequential, for example, or const{tute subsets of a SUl_rSet,
wiU be so indicated: items that might not exactly match the search parameters but are closely related
to those that do match can also appear.
Users review the results of their searches, and if they would like to eet a better look at something;
they can choose to "sample" it. Samtglin_,2an imatze entry, involvesshowing bits of it in less than
complete form. Sampling will be meaia-depenaent. :nat is. if video data were available, sampling a
video could involve show, ng every ',entiaframe, or the first 60 frames: sampling a text file might
mean sending over such informat_on as an abstract, introduction, or outline tif available). The
:,dvantage of this process ts that it reduces the toao on the network, and the reviewer can get an
idea of whether or not the item is worth copying over to his workstations local memory for his
use.
Users can save the catalog, which contains the results of one query., to a file for later use. They can
also modify the original query, resulting in the issuance of a new catalog, which they can ¢ompar_
an a side-by-side basis with the first catalog.
If the user decides that an item in the catalog is of further interest to hirrvher, he/she can copy it
,,ver to a local disk. Users i_:tve the ,_r_tionor copy|n,,., over the entire document file. or specifying
vhich parts the,,' want to ct_Dy aver. ::uch a.sthe first t() pa_es, or first 10 Kb: alternatively, they
could choose to retain the rc:erenc,z ::era ,.vitnout actually convin_ over an',' data. This selection
_rocess. known as cullin,a. ::a_n_,m:zesthe amount or c_,sK._pace u._ea, in aadition, since the
,,nginai query, quer3.' resuits, and source locations land. optlonaily, samplings or full files) are
,aved in the users files. _ubsequent work or further refinements of the query can be performed
without having to go through the search and sampling process. Once the data l_as been retrieved to
.t users local disk. it can be eaitea us_n,., :vhatever local packages are available: for instance,
having viewed the entire file. someone may want to include oniy certain segments of the file in the
interests of space or relevance.
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In order to select an accemaDle set of image and text processing routines to provide the end-to-end
capture and delivery, technoiogy needed, v.,e:,.'illrequire severai sets of test data and a system to
:tutomate exneriments, uslne this data a:_innut, to comnare comnenne ateonthms and ideas. Thus,
,ur methodology is concert, ca ',,,,_ntne .,;cmc':,")nand preparanon or test data anti witiathe desigla of
an experimental environment which automates ail companson tesnng activities.
An automated svstem is needed to make possible experiments with large, statistically significant,
quantities of da{a. to insure that such ex6enments are reproducible and to eliminate'hum_ error
and bias. The necessary, components of experimental systems to automaucailv compute me_¢s
of performance of document processing'technologies
have been presented by the authors in
[Kanai93]. Briefly, the following components must be provided:
1. a collection of appropriate test data limages or documents},
2. for each test image or document, a "ground-truth"
representation
corresponding to the property to be measured,
3. algorithms for comparing tt_e processed output (for each test svsteml with
the corresponcling ground-truth" data. and
4. algorithms {or memcs l for analyzing deviations between the output and the
corresponciing truth data.
Over the last three years. ISRI has built and operated systems to measure the performance
characteristics of both OCR devices and Information Retrieval systems [ISRI93]. These systema
are available for the research proposed herein.
V.I

Preparation

of Test Data

For preprocessing and recognition technolo,,ies. :tit test data are images of document pages. We
plan to obtain and to scan original harcicor_1_,_
or severai test documents. \Ve wish to compare the
quality af images from harcicor_,,,pages ,.vith those on mlcroform in the NSF library.
In orcier to test comr)et_n,.: :':_:nrocesstn!g :ma recognition algon,,hms, we pian to select a uniform
random sample or 1.0011pa,_'cs from the approximately 1.000.0()0 tmges of NSF English language
documents, i40,000 Ent_i_sn documents x 25 pages per documeml
If the averasze page wer_ to
contain 2000 characters."each experiment with this dataset would involve 2.000.0()0 character,s. It
is important to select a set w_th a representanve mix of document features lfigures, maps, tables, as
well as mainbody textl against which recover3.'is desired.

"0

.Ti_e,,,.,,.,.'_--'-",_,_
....... _cann_nz...::G :::_n)n,_,,: ::na_es :'.._'_',cti _s precaration or the corresponding
_'rouna-trJm' d_ta ;,,'_tib.,"_::_nzuctc_!_', :he ISRI data preparation _:).borator_'. This lab currently
•"roauces aaout 200 r)a_es c_ ':rounn-tr_,::n .:.:_tap,cr m_r, tn. We exnect :his i()00 page sample can
,e DreDckrecl ill aDOUt _ m,'-)nt,",:-;.

n (_rcier-.') test aigo_tnm:_ :,'..:ruc:-:re ::.:,tureen: z,::aDascs ano "_zonthms
for browsing and
•,.,r'.,._.al. a.'_avproDnate :.-:c_:::::n (,: .::_::r: ,:_cuments '.v_ii_e requlrec1..',.s mentioned in Section
;I. a very a_proDnate coc,.,:nc.-'.: :_-t,e>:'.>
:.:. The 500 ',,,ntcles pertaining to the Dry Valleys in the
',IcMurao $ouna area o" " .... -:t:_rc..... .,._li i,c scannea ana recognized...ks with the page-based
,iata. the iSRI data Dre_:',r;::.e._..:)nr:)',c_.v.'
'.v_iiprepare ',nese documents.
\ main component c>.r:_:..'.... c:..-n,
atton ."...':_e,.0,1i
test s\'stem cieveiopea at iSRI over the last three
'.'ears is a set of test aocumcn:._. These c_ocuments are part of a large DOE document database
.vhich has been descr:_,eu :-'.' lYartKcrv2!. The coiiect:on consists of approximately 2,600
,iocuments ( I04,000 pages)to_e,ner ,.vtth their corrected ASCII text and original page images.
We have also obtained from the DOE a set of 120 example queries which am appropriate for this
document database. To nrovlde the ':round-truth"
For this test dataset, we have prepared the
corresponaing set of reiev',)ncy juciaments tor each quer3'. This datat)ase is also available to
,:pint)are competing remev:_i ,,i,,zor_tnm_. ()f course, the 500 arucies pertaining to the McMurdo
Dry Valleys will provide the most :_pptic:tnietests.
V.2

Measures

()f Pern)rmance

For preprocessing and recognition technologies, there are a number of possible measures of
performance. First. each competing algonthm can be evaluated by measuring the recognition
accuracy produced. Thus. one class of metric for preprocessing algorithms produces "c_"
accuracy, "word" accuracy, etc. Of course, preprocessing algorithms which uniformly improve
character accuracy output from an OCR device are highly desirable.
!SRI has also developed ,:.ever:'i_e,.v _',e:_ures of OCR performance (ISRI93]. Our current test
,,vstem will measure non-,<tot)',voro :_cct_r:_c\'.phrase accuracy, marked character efficiency, and
cost of automatic zoning.
We plan to experiment with other perform:race measures as well. One measure we have not yet
considered is throughput. \Ve have consmered that device throughput is much less important than
device accuracy. Other types of metrics might include logical decomposition or noise or page
quality.
Over the past three years. ISRI has used standard measures such as precision and recall to evnlunm
IR systems in the presence of OCR errors. These measures will be used to compare competing
algorithms in pre- and post Drocessin,z.
V.3

Componenls

()f the Fe.st _stem

Fhe :_ctual preprocess_ll,_,.,OCP, tc::t ,_ <_cna_s a software svstem which accommodates the
installation of compenng c_e,,'_cesand c¢_ntrois their operation automatically during each test. A
main feature of this pro_am is a vendor xndependent interface which normalizes the output from
each competing algonthm to ma_:e the airect comparison of output possible. The test system is
implemented as a set of Unix shell commands [Rice93].

3ecause ISRI conducts annual t)C.F. 7-_::::_c_zogy
:\._sessment le.sts tor the Deoartment of Energy, it
,rains the best OCR t,.c.,,,oloev
.'. :_:l,3:c :rein each ;.'omDetlng commerc_ai vendor each year.
.....
These .,;,,'stemsare a,.'alia_ie '.,r ...... r_C_e_ re:;ear'c" '.'niess ;,-_mc_,:,._,,_rotot.vpe system is
::troduceci which DrovI(lC:;;i;l o.'-C;2."
:'[ :::a',,mtuGe '.mr3rovement In_errormance over current
',_mrr'.ercmisvstems ove_:'_'Rt. !SF.' _ :: ::c;s_tiont_ _elecl:n-. :n_ re_t available OCR device tor
.._v ,j:,,'en set or data ver-v,_,_:'.<_v '.__,, :_:'z:_.."1
o_tlmal comolnatlon ¢_t:ecnnotogies to provide
:;e e.',cl-to-eno al3111tle5
,,,.,.,_.,.,..'
',,,
ii:
.-:':.'.:;7C
:::ore tlrr/.e.
• o

',

7o comtmre informataon rc:nc'.'::_ - .,::-::, . c nave :nstalled one Booiean iogic positional inverted
file system tBasts Plusl, ,_rae._ro:_,_.ii_tl,: retnevai system tINQUERY_, and one vector based
_vstem ¢SMART_ in omer :o con_auc: ,"n,o_eibasec_remevai ext_enments. ISRI plans to acquire
.:e.veraiother remevat en,..,,nes _r_ase,_on t_ffcrent mocieis I ,.v,thiri tiae next few months. These will
•,e available for use m the pmposeu _rolect.
'

VI.

TESTBED

¢m

FACII.ITY

In Section V.1, we described two ma_or ._ets of test data sampled from the NSF Polar Antarctic
iiterature archieve. The tirst set '.v,ii cont;**n 1000 page-images randomly selected from the
archieve and the corresponding ASCII text for each page. The second set will contain 500
documents associated with the Dr,,' ",';_llevs_nthe SlcMurdo Sound area of the Antarctic, a set of
queries pertaining to these documents, and relevance judgements associated with each query. Both
datasets will be available bv the ena of the _econd ),ear of the project.
We propose to make these datasets available to character recognition and information r_tri_val
researchers. (In the case of the image dataset. 500 pages will be made public during th_ full y_ar.
as a "training" set. The second 500 pages will not be distributed in order to make pouibl¢
independent evaluation of all new recognition systems produced3 Each year, beginning with th_
second year. as part of the ISRI technology assessment test activity, we will publish a compm'ison
of the performance of all recognition_ systems submitted usin_ the 500 page "test" dataset. In
addition, ISRI will devote a spec._,, session at the "Symposium on Document Analysis and
Information Retrieval." ¢SDAIR_ heid each year in Las Vegas. to papers which utilize these
datasets for research.
.At the end of the project, the Digital Library of Polar Antarctic research literature produced as the
final product of this research will be Installed. maintaned and managed on a file server at tl_
Research Institute in Reno. Nevada. or another contractor site designated by NSF. B_au._ th_
DRI facilities in Reno are accessable via a T1 line to all lnternet sites, researchers anywhm'_ with
lnternet access will be able to utilize the system directly. In addition, dial up access will be
supported for those with access to a telepnone but not to the Internet. For researchers with neither
Interact nor telephone access, we plan to make available a CD-Rom version of the system.
UNL\' and SRI will equailv share '.::e rights to license any software devetot3ed on this project,
_..xcetgtsoftware which is ;l t_.,\STL'S t._:nx,_ttve.
_' " "
FASTUS is a sottw:,re system developed in Lisp
'-,v sRI International usin_ SRI IR&D tunas li.e.. 2eveiope_i exclusively,, at private expense per
F],kR 252.227-7013 fa_l 1_3. Rights to FASTUS and F.,\STUS derivatives ,.viii be retained by
SRI. If FASTUS is needed by the Government for use with this pro_am, it will be delivered
under Restricted Rights subject to SRI's standard license agreement. In addition, upon request,
we ,,,.,illdeliver any software deveiopeu uncier the proposed project to the Government with rights
to use the software for Government purposes only and to distribute the software to other
panicipants in this program for their use only in this Government prepare, subject to a license
:l_-reement.
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\II.

I-QUIPSIENT

•",'ith.... ::iC exc.._.Dtlon

RE()IIRED

......_.... ..m.-.,.-.2
,
.....
,a
m..........
._...'_I amen',, x.i euu:_m"nt .........
",',','_'-"'
_:unn=_me first year
,,.,ze ."..'_apre_-are ...... :a:a .:::e'-"c',':tvattaDte ::" iSRI lazoratones In L.'::__'egas. Nevada.
,,.. _rolect are aifficuit to rreaict.
!:qumment neeas for me later '..::u's:_;,a._.
O[

For the first ,.'ear. funas ::r: rc_:ucs::za:o acquire mlcrotorrn scanmng equipment, additional disk
•_orage equipment, a Drotc:,,Fe tie :;erver. two workstations for Antarctic researchers, and four
vorKstations for uaauate ._.:uaentstsee i_cnon X'_. An appro0nate network of Unix workstations
.ma file servers currentr¢ ex:xts ann is av:uiable for me research sta.tf at both [SRI and SRI.
Funfls are requestea to acau_re :;_','erai compenng commerciai software systems, including both
_mage preprocesslng, text 7rocessmg and information retrievat systems (see Section X). All
competing OCR systems are alreaav installed for experimental research at ISRI in Las Vegas.

VIII.

PROJECT

RESP()NSIBILITIES

All development of new aigonthms :or pre- and post-processing wiil be done bv the research staff
,:t SRI and at ISRI. Comparison testing of competing technoloNes will be done by the technology
assessment group at ISRI. The 'ground-truth" test data neecied will be prepared by tho dam
preparation laboratory, at ISRI. SampLequeries and relevance judgment data will be provided by
the DRI. Beginning in year two. continuous subjective evaluation of the prototype Digital Library
system will be provided by LTER scientists at DRI. Traditional bibliographic quality control will
be provided by the UNR Library.. Agreements with publishers regarding copyright issues will
be obtained and managed by the UNR Library for this project.
!

Through DRI. LTER staff wiil conmbute their expertise to the proposed Digital Libraries project in
three areas: t_ buiiding me prototype document database, from nardcopy materials in resem-chets'
personal libraries: 2) defining the "ground truth" for this prototype database via quen,./re_onse
,cenarios against it: and 3")testing the proposed document retrieval system, in a real-world setting,
as it progressively develops.
UNR Libraries staff will also contribute their expertise to the proposed Digital Libraries project in 4
areas: I) documenting the current library, utilization and research methods of the DRI LTER
scientists in a "base-line" study; 2) providing independent quality, control of the prototype datatmz
and query/response
scenarios:
3)assisting
withhuman factors
(interface
design,
perfonmmce
measurements,
etc.1of the proposedretrieval
system,as itprogressively
develops;
and 4)
assessing
the sociologic
accomplishments
of the project,
from a library,
perspective,
in a
retrospective stud,,' compared against the base-line.

IX.

EXPECTED

\1; C() _XlPI_,ISH _I ENTS

In the previous sections we have described the proiect _oal. which is to develop techniques for
,_utomaticallv converting a corpus or microform documents into a usable coilecuon of information.
We have described the corpus of interest and the user community in Section lI, outlined the
expected
systeminSection
Ill.
anddefined
ourresearch
agendaand experimental
methodology
in
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IX. 1 Four Year

C,_;:_DI1SDln__
,.
, ,

tO keeD the pro j ect on

_;_,ais

\t the end of the ,,our ve:,,r:4or funding. '.ve '.;_il have nenormeci significant research as well has
have a complete testbed ,.v_tna digitized comus ot"anproximatly a0.000 documents and an active
:_sercommunity pen orrn_ng research ustng the ¢aigitized corpus. ',Ve wtil measure our success by
the number of conmbutions made to the researcn literature. We expect to have achieved the
following:
" In the Information Remevai Field
We expect that over the course of the pro)ect, we will pu01ish new algorithms for automatically
postprocessing information from scanned documents to (at globally correct recognition error,s, (b)
create automatic markup for fields required for document access. (c) natural language based
document indexing, td) querying, tel precision refinement, it-) hypertext link creation, and (g)
informataon cataloging.
We expect to publish results of experiments in information retrieval characterizing the effect of
OCR errors on precision :tnd recall, as well as evaluating the effect of OCR errors on natural
language understanding. These results will be useful for researchers studying new algorithm
directions and engineers constructing special purpose systems.
• In the Document Image Understanding Field
The proposed research in image preprocessing and recognition ,,,.ill result in new algorithms for
tat geometric distortion correction, tb'_modelling and noise suppression algorithms Sl:meifically
directed to microform images. Ic) trainable systems for page decomposition, td) trainable, smart
voting schemes for combining the performance of disparate OCR engines, and (e) techniques for
extracting key information from graphics.
We propose publishing the detailed characterization of preprocessing algorithms including
character recognition error rates, page decomposition failure modes, and noise models in an effort
to stimulate further research in the document understanding community.
• In the User Community
One ver'v important measure of the value of our proposed research ..,.'illbe the number of references
in new Polar Antarctic research publicatlons that reference the di_tai collecuon. We expect that as
researchers in the community are ext3oseci to the new research ca_ablities provided by the online
collection, their use or this resource wtil grow. A measure of the ,n'o',vth wiil be the number of
citations that directiv reference the resource...\lso,
as the value of the resource becomes
recognized, the number of researchers that use the collection ,.rill also grow. providing another
qu,mtifiabte measure of v:tlue.
In the Information Providers Community
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IX.2

._,nnua! '.lile_t()ne_

....
•",__:sto,,,.s
....
• •.",atv._ii c hart our e,ro _ess ; n the four ,.'ear pro_amo These
,', e nave identlfiect annua: .....
-.niiestones are eroKen out ::'.:o two a.."eas"ca) researcn p.ro_am, aria _b) protoD'pe functionality.
IX.2.1

Research

[)rc)uram

i)unne the first year ot the rc.,:e'trcn. ',,,e,,v_ilfocus on the foilowin_ e!ements:
a. Prel_rocess_ng is,.,,ucs:x,\'e'.,.'_ilstuav ciistortlon models Iboth geomemc and
photomemc; .,aa tccnnmues for esumaung these moaels from digitized
documents
b. Recoenltion i,,suc._:\Ve '.,,'_ii.,-,tudvsmart vonne schemes, cxtenciin_ current
research oneo_n,.zat UNL",'.
c. Modelling or User Neeas' \re will inte_,lew users and evaluate their needs
and researcn methodologies, producing storyboards or other mechanisms
to capture the knowledge.
d. Information Remeval Issues" We will study the nature of markup tags
required based on the user needs, and mechanisms for automatically
acquiring such tags by postprocessing the documents.
e. Algorithm Characterization: We will perform detailed characterization of
algorithms in all categories based on microform images, and identify areas
where current aloonthms are weak.
During the second year of the research, we will build on the accomplishments
expanding our research to:

of tht: first year,

a. Preprocessin_..,, Issues: We will ttu_,ment our document understanding
capabilities w_th deveiopment of trainaDle page decom_)osition and zoning
systems.
b. Recognition Issues: We will study graphics processing techniques and
identify information that can be extracted for indexing and markup
purposes. We will integrate word recognition and domain specific lexicons
into the recognition engines.
c. Postprocessing
Issues: We will perform and publish results on
characterization of the interaction between recognition error rates and
information remeval precision and recall.
d. Browsing [ssues: We will start examinin_ natural language based
techniques for extracting and linking key information in documents.
e. Results Shanng: \Ve wlil host the first of three annual workshops eeared to
discussion anci comparative evaluation or research results baseci on the
dimtizeci poilu-:_nt:trcuc ciatabase documents.
Dunng the third }'ear we v,.lil t'_us on"
a. Posmrocessin,,... Issues: We v,'_ilevaluate robustness of automatic techniques
developed in the previous years and integn'ate feedback from the preliminary.
users of the conversion svstem and converted data to improve the relevance
of the system to the end-user community.
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Dunng the fourm ",,ear,se c,:_ec', :o nave a fully automated conversion system operational. We will
focus our efforts on comt,_et_n_ the system and the conversion of the entire polar antarctic
,iataDase, disseminauon ,,_ the r_sults, and coilecuon of feedback from users. The final
,.vmposmm will higntiea: :::e _uc,,:cssesof the pro_am from the research and user communities as
..veil as idenufv areas mr :".lure ..:rowtn ana deveioDment. In the final year, we wiil also focus on
marketing the aigonmms and the testt)ect system to _nformauon Drowders for exploitation of other
information coilecuons.
IX.2.2

Testhed ,_vstem

!'he annual milestones for the testbed system development are geared towards three goals: (a) to
provide timeiv and accurate training data extracted from m,croform documents, (b) to provide
researchers a testbed on which exDenments can be run to evaluate existin_ algorithms and into
which new algorithms can be Integrated. and (el to provide end users with progressively increasing
Functionality that they can use and comment on.
During the first ",'earof the proposed t)roiect, the subset document database tapproxirrmtely 500
documents} will be established, as a prototype, for software development and testing and training
purposes. Microform documents will be scanned and converted to an image database,, using
current ISRI equipment augmented by microform scanners purchased with NSF ftmding.
Bibliographic con:rol, established by the Library. of Congress will be attached to each tin,mined
document. Also, the scientist(s) in possession of each document will be interviewed in person, for
their subjective annotauons and for their ideas regarc:tng opnmai modes of browsing and types of
queries.
After all documents are converted, a workshop of eoiar antarctic scientists will be convened to
examine and validate the results, and to explore retrieval procedures tcurrent and desired). General
types of retrieval questions will be noted, along with specific examples. Wherever possible,, th(;
"optimal responses" to various retrieval questions will be established, according to these r,cien_ts,
who are, in fact, the domain experts for this subset database.
The development of algorithms for organization, browsing and retrieval will proceed against this
prototype database during the first two '.'ears of this project.
Dunng the proposal's ._econ(i year. :he collection of documents _canned in the first year will be
,tisseminated to researchers and users as discussed in Sectmn iX. Feedback wtil be solicited and
.ncoreorated into the testnea. In parallel, additional documents x_til be scanned, bringing the total
::umber of documents to i(),()()()bv me end of the tn:rci year.
Beginning in the proposms ti_ird ','ear. the full En,aiish languatze Antarctic research literatur_ will
he converted from microtnrm to database, and bibTiographic control attached to each document as
before. This (much) larger database will be used for system tunln_ and demonstration purposes. A
joint workshop of polar antarctic scientists and digitai libra,, rese_archers will be held to exchange
information and guide further research.
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COST

SHARIN(;

-.,, cost shar_n_ r.... ::cme,_t '._tii _e met from a comt_inauon of sources of funds. At
t.,NLV/ISRI 50% matclainc ::_nas for most ._entor staff salaries _not including Kanai) will be
:,rovtded from State ot Ncv::_:a c)rfrom r_ra','atefuntis. _e salaries or all supporting research staff.
:xcet)t Nagy, will ,.v_il ai.so _,e matcneo ti.e..._0-50) bv funds from the State of Nevada. The
:dditionai matching tunas t_ceced for mrs project wlil be provided from UNLV Institutional funds.
'_RI management has a_0ro,,
e_:<_
.. IR&D funding forreseareh
.
...,.0.()()() (contract eauivaient) in l()o4
:athe area of document t_nacr::tan_ng. The reseated r_rogram that ts being conttucted under this
IR&D funning _s directtv rete,.'ant to the _rot)osect DLI interests. Consequently, under the FAR:
_1.205-18(eL SRI proposes that 5300.000 of these IR&D fun(as be counted as cost sharing. All
research results developed untier these IR&D efforts will be made available to the UNLV team for
intem'ation on the testbed. Wherever appropriate, digitized data from microforms will be used
during algorithm development and testing under the IR&D efforts. Further justification and
documentation for the use of SRI's IR&D funcis will be provided upon request by the NSF.
The 25% matching funds for t_oththe DRI and the UNR subcontracts will be provided by State of
Nevada funds. The total matching funds tbr this project will be $1,735,000.

X I.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our proposai is motivated by our strong belief that as large, complete collections of
,ignificant documents become available via the medium of dimta! libraries, users of this
information will demand complex and rich interaction with the information. Document access
mechanisms will have to grow beyond kevwords and full-text searches to include user-friendly
mechanisms such as browsing, searching of images, and searching on the basis of abstract
concepts embodied in the documents.
Authoring systems now being developed and studied will provide the appropriate tools for crating
links between information elements and the ability to represent abstract concepts. Such tools,
however, arc most appropriate )or or_anizine information when it is being created. It is extremely
!abor Intensive to retroactweiv convert documents that already exist in hardcopy form. And unless
'he process of converting existing documents in a cost el_'fective manner is developed, large
:racttons of the extant knowiedge '.vtil not t_ecost effecuveh,, expioited.
*)ur proposal, therefore, addresses the notion of intelligent conversion of microform documents.
Driven by users of scientific tnformatton, we propose researching aspects of the microform
document conversion process including image pret_rocessing, recognition, postprocessing for
:xtracting information, and ,_:xtt_rat
languat_e tecnniques for extractm_ informatton for creation of
hypertext information links..\ccurate
characterization of existing and newlycreated algorithms
will allow generation ot a system that atttomatically adapts to a wide range of image quality,
'hereby allowing l:xrge scale conversion efforts to proceed rapidly. This research will yield
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'( successful, the tecnmuuc.,; uc,,'e_oDeacould then be applied to other document collections. The
+:tgonthms ana systems ._,_uld be Usavle _v informauon providers to convert other corpora of
?nnted/microform documen's. .r'}:eresearch itseit" ,.v!il aad sigmficantly to the literature in the
,;igitai libraries area as ,,,,e_i:::_to the intelligent ciocument processm_ literature.
We are confident that :_,.'c_mt_ining the e:<oertise of our team: the experimental res_a.,'ch
:nethodolo_es and the state-_,f-the-art documer,t scannin_ and recognition facilities availabl_ at the
ISRI at U.NLV: the research capabilities in image proces'sing, AI. natural language, hypcrt_xt, and
,tara storage and retnev:ti ._' SRI" '_,e end-user knowledge at the DRI: and library, support for
:atalo_ln__anctcopyright :.:.ucs at L.',,'R ve u,._ilbe aole to make a s_gniticant conmbution within
:_+etunoing anct time trame c_tthe NSF Dit_ltal Libraries lnitiatvee. \Ve are commmect to this work
.ts ctemonstrated by our mgntticant cost shanng and look forwarci to _ts execunon.

"S
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Our team is strong ana umuuc:,, ,':,,t_aDic,,_tconaucunu tr:e _ror)oscd research. The Information
Science Research Insututc t ISRI_ at thc C'nivermtv of Ncvacia. Las x,,'c_aswas established in 1990
bv a grant from the United States Department of Energy. The overall'mission of ISRI is to foster
tile improvemcm of automate(a ;cctmotogies for document processing. Since t990, ISRI has been
conducting la.rztcscare cxr)cnments in document understandinn ustn_t ItS automated experimental
environment. No omer research institute in the world currcntlT¢has such capabilities. We have a
track record in charactcnzauon of OCR tcchno|ogy and in invcmigation of the interaction between
the recognition and removal tasks.
SRI International
istheworld's
largest
independent
nonprofit
research
institute,
chartered
inthe
state
ofCalifornia.
performing
a broadspectrum
of problem-oriented
research.
GroupsatSRI that
areinvolved
intheproposed
x,,+_rK
havea sianificant
track
recora
inOCR andimageundetslanding
(e.g., for the US Postal Sea, Ice). hypenext'and multimedia, artificial intelligence, and distributed
information storage and retnevai. Our natural language system tFASTUS), developed in 1992,
was amon_ the top two or three leadersin two recent evaluationsof written tanszuage
systems,and
an order of magnitude faster than comparable systems.
"
The Desert Research Institute is the world's largest multidisciplinary organization conducting
environmental research in and lands. DRI was recently awarded a 6-year grant to study the
MeMurdo Dr',, Valleys region of Antarctica - a cold desert ecosystem- as part of the NSF's LongTerm Ecological Research (LTER) program. Over 25 senior investigators and graduate students
arc involved in this LTER project, making DRI home to the majority of active reseateherll in this
area. Project staff are intimately familiar with the Antarctic literature regarding the D_ Valleys:
they have studied all of it, and developed a great deal of it: they are the domain experts.
DRI originally grew out of the University of Nevada. Reno: and the two institutions maintain a
close working relationship today, not only in science, but in service facilities as well, including
their Libraries. For a number of years, the UNR Library has aggressively pursued electronic
storage and retrieval for its holdings, which include a large collection of Government documents,
on environmental matters in particular. Library. staff are professionally interested in the cft'_ts of
information technology on scientists' research habits and scientific productivity.
Under this program, ISRI will conduct research in OCR techniques, information retrieval, and
document markup. ISRI will also be responsible for the generation of image and truthed ©_¢r
data for supporting the team's research activities. In cooperation with the other team members,
ISRI will design, develop, document, operate, and maintain the experimental testbed. SRI will
focus on preprocessing algorithms, graphics understanding techniques, and natural language
techniques based on SRI's FASTUS system. DRI will provide the team access to the documents in
the Polar Antarctic database and access to researchers who use the information. DRI scientists will
also serve as test users of the data as it is converted and throutzhout the devetoprnent cycle, work
closely with the team in definin_ needs and evaluating technical approaches to meet the needs.
UNR will provide bibliographical knowledge that will be required to organize the extracted
information according to accepted conventions and patterns. UNR will also have the responsibility
to obtain all required copyright releases and other administrative protocols for providing users
controlled access to the data.
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